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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION.

VERY little, if anything, new will be found in the follow-

ing pages. The object in writing them has been to bring

together in a small compass all the essentials required in

properly designing ordinary roof-trusses in wood and steel.

At present this matter is widely scattered in the various

comprehensive treatises on designing and in manufacturers'

pocket-books. The student who desires to master the ele-

ments of designing simple structures is thus compelled to

procure and refer to several more or less expensive books.

Students in mechanical and electrical engineering, as

a rule, learn but little of the methods of designing em-

ployed by students in civil engineering. For this reason

the writer has been called upon for several years to give a

short course in roof-truss design to all students in the Junior

class of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, and in order to do

so he has been compelled to collect the data he has given

in this book.

The tables giving the properties of standard shapes are

based upon sections rolled by the Cambria Steel Company.
Standard sections rolled by other manufacturers have

practically the same dimensions.

MALVERD A. HOWE.
TERRE HAUTE, IND., September, 1902.
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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

THE design of details in wood has been revised, using

the standard or actual sizes of lumber instead of the

nominal sizes. The unit stresses for wood as given in

Table XVI have been, used without increasing them,

although some designers use from thirty to fifty per cent

larger values. If selected lumber were always obtainable,

the larger values could be safely employed. Considerable

new matter will be found in the body of the text and in

the Appendix.

The author is indebted to Prof. H. A. Thomas for. a

careful reading of the text.

M. A. H.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.,

August, 1912.
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND METHODS.

1. Equilibrium. Forces acting upon a rigid body are

in equilibrium when the body has neither motion of trans-

lation nor rotation.

For forces which lie in the same plane the above condi-

tions may be stated as follows :

(a) There will be no motion of translation when the

algebraic sums of the components of the forces resolved

parallel to any two coordinate axes are zero. For conve-

nience the axes are usually taken vertical and horizontal,

then the vertical components equal zero and the horizontal

components equal zero.

(6) There will be no motion of rotation when the

algebraic sum of the moments of the forces about any

center of moments is zero.

2. The Force Polygon. Let AB, BC, CD, and DA,

Fig. i, be any number of forces in equilibrium. If these

forces are laid off to a common scale in succession, par-

allel to the directions in Fig. i
,
a closed figure will be formed

as shown in Fig. ia. This must be true if the algebraic

sums of the vertical and horizontal components respect-

ively equal zero and there is no motion of translation.

Such a figure is called a force polygon.
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Conversely, if any number of forces are laid off as ex-

plained above and a closed figure is formed, the forces are

FIG. 2.

\ B \/ B /cLX E

* -~ ^

FIG. i.

in equilibrium as far as motion of translation is concerned.

Motion of rotation may exist, however, when the above

condition obtains.

3. Forces Not in Equilibrium. In case a number of

forces, not in equilibrium, are

known in direction and magni-

tude, the principle of the force

polygon (Art. 2) makes it pos-

sible to at once determine the

magnitude and' direction of the

force necessary to produce equi-

librium.

Let AB, BC,...,DE be

forces not in equilibrium, Fig. 2.

According to Art. 2, lay them

off on some convenient scale,

as shown in Fig. 2 a. Now in

order that the sum of the verti-

cal components shall equal zero a force must be introduced

FIG. za. FIG. ib.
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having a vertical component equal to the vertical distance

between E and A, and in order that the horizontal com-

ponents may equal zero the horizontal component of

this force must equal the horizontal distance between E
and A. These conditions are satisfied by the force EA.

If this force acts in the direction shown by the arrow-head

in Fig. 2 a, it will keep the given forces in equilibrium (Art.

2). If it acts in the opposite direction, its effect will be the

same as the given forces, and hence when so acting it is

called the resultant.

Fig. 26 shows the force polygon for the above forces

drawn in a different order. The magnitude and direction

of R is the same as found in Fig. 2 a.

4. Perfect Equilibrium. Let the forces AB, BC, . . .
,

DE, Fig. 2, act upon a rigid body. Evidently the force R,

found above (Art. 3), will prevent motion, either vertically

or horizontally, wherever it may be applied to the body.

This fulfills condition (a) (Art. i). For perfect equilibrium

condition (6) (Art. i) must also be satisfied. Hence

there must be found a point through which R may act so

that the algebraic sum of the moments of the forces given

and R, maybe zero. This point is found by means of the

equilibrium polygon.

5. The Equilibrium Polygon. Draw the force polygon

(Art. 2) ABODE, Fig. 30, and from any convenient point

P draw the lines Sv S2 ,
. . .

,
S

5
. If S

1
and S

2
be measured

with the scale of the force polygon, they represent the mag-
nitudes and directions of two forces which would keep AB
in equilibrium as far as translation is concerned, for they

form a closed figure with AB (Art. 2). Likewise S
2
and 5

3

would keep BC in equilibrium, etc. Now in Fig. 3 draw



points i 2, 3, and 4 will be without motion, since trie torces

FIG. 3-

FIG. 3<*.

meeting at each point are in equilibrium against translation

by construction, and, since they meet in a point, there can

be no rotation.

In Fig. 33, 51
and S

5
form, a closed figure with R

;
there-

fore if, in Fig. 3, 5t
and 5

5
be prolonged until they intersect

in the point r, this point will be free of all motion under the

action of the forces Sv 5B ,
and R.

Since the points i, 2, 3, 4, and r in Fig. 3 have neither

motion of translation nor rotation, if the forces AB, BC, CD,

and DE and the force R be applied to a rigid body in the

relative positions shown in Fig. 3, this body will have no
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motion under their action. The forces S
l
and 55 keep the

system ABCD in equilibrium and can be replaced by R.

The lines S
lt
S

2 , etc., in Fig. 30 are for convenience

called strings, and the polygon 5
1?
5

2 ,
5

S , etc., in Fig. 3 is

called the equilibrium polygon.

The point P in Fig. 33 is called the pole.

6. Application of the Equilibrium Polygon in Finding

Reactions. Let a rigid body be supported at K and

K', Fig. 4, and acted upon by the forces AB, BC, CD, and

FIG. 4.

FIG. 4.

-DE. Then, if equilibrium, exists, it is clear that two forces,

one at each support, must keep the forces AB, BC, etc., in

equilibrium. These two forces are called reactions. For

convenience designate the one upon the left as R
L , and the

one upon the right as R
2

. The magnitudes of 7?
t
and R

z

can be found in the following manner : Construct the force
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polygon and draw the strings Sv S
2 , etc., as shown in Fig.

4a, and then construct the equilibrium polygon (Art. 5)

as shown in Fig. 4. Unless some special condition is intro-

duced the reactions R^ and R
2
will be parallel to EA, Fig.

4a, and their sum equal the magnitude of EA, or the re-

sultant of the forces AB, BC, CD, DE. Draw through K
and K' lines parallel to R, and, if necessary, prolong the

line S
i
until it cuts oK, Fig. 4, and 5

5
until it cuts $K

f
.

Connect o and 5, and in Fig. 40, draw the string 5 parallel

to 05, Fig. 4, until it cuts EA in L. Now, since 5
17
S

,
and

AL form a closed figure in Fig. 40, the point o in Fig. 4

will be in equilibrium under the action of these three

forces. For a like reason the point 5 will be in equi-

librium under the action of the three forces 5
, S6 ,

and

EL. Therefore the reaction R
t
= AL and R

2
= LE, and

the body M will be in equilibrium under the action of the

forces AB, BC, CD, DE, R, and Ry

It may not be perfectly clear that no rotation can take

place from the above demonstration, though there can be

no translation since R
1 -f- R2

= EA, the force necessary to

prevent translation under the action of the forces AB, BC,

CD, and DE.

To prove that rotation cannot take place let the forces

AB, BC, etc., be replaced by their resultant R, acting down-

ward, as shown in Fig. 4.

If no rotation takes place (Art. i),

R(bK'} - R,(aK'} or R,

From the similar triangles 0^5, Fig. 4, and PAL, Fig.

ds'.aK'-.'.RsH or R,aK' =
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From the similar triangles cd$, Fig. 4, and PAE, Fig. 4*3,

^5 : bK' : : R : H or R(bK'} = H(d$).

= RbK> or R

or the value of R
t by the above construction fulfills the con-

dition that no rotation takes place.

7. Parallel Forces. In case the forces AB, EC, etc.,

had been parallel the force polygon would become a straight

line and the line ABCD . . . E would coincide with EA.

All of the constructions and conclusions given above apply

to such an arrangement of forces. See Figs. 9 and ga.

8. The Direction of One Reaction Given, to Find the

Magnitude and Direction of the Other. Let the direction

of R
2 be assumed as vertical, then the horizontal compo-

FIG 5-

nent, if any, of all the forces acting must be applied at K.

The force polygon (Art. 2) becomes ABCDEX, as shown

in Fig. 5 a. Assume any pole P, and draw the strings 51If

5a ,
etc. In Fig. 5, construct the equilibrium polygon (Artj.

5) as shown, starting with S
lt passing through K, the only

point on R^ which is known. Draw the closing line S/, and in
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Fig, 50 the string PL' parallel to S '
of Fig. 5. Then EL' is \

the magnitude of the vertical reaction R2 ,
and L'A the mag- j:

nitude and direction of the reaction R
t .

To show that there will be no rotation under the action

of the above forces, draw AE, EC, AC, and DE in Fig. 6, ;

B parallel to Slt S5 , PY, and AE respectively *

in Fig. 53. Then the point is in equilib- f

rium under the action of 5,, 55 ,
and R, since

\

these forces form a closed figure in Fig. 50. \

In Fig. 6, draw AB, CB, and BE parallel to
I

Ri, R2 ,
and AE of Fig. 50. Then point B is

J

in equilibrium under the action of R
it
R2 , I

FIG. 6. and R, and BE is parallel to ED. But jRj, t

S1} and ./?, and R2 ,
S& ,

and 7? must form closed figures in I

Fig. 6, as they meet in a point in Fig. $a respectively. 1

Therefore BE prolonged coincides with DE, and there

can be no rotation, since jR1} R2 ,
and R meet in a

point.

9. Application of the Equilibrium Polygon in Finding t

Centers of Gravity. Let abc . . . k be an unsymmetrical i

body having the dimension normal to the paper equal unity.

Divide the area into rectangles or triangles whose centers f

of gravity are readily determined. Compute the area of
'

each small figure, and assume that this area multiplied by p

the weight of a unit mass is concentrated at the center of i

gravity of its respective area. These weights may now be f

considered as parallel forces Pv P2
and P

8 , acting as shown f

in Fig. 7. The resultant of these forces must pass through f

the center of gravity of the entire mass, and hence lies in

the lines R and R formed by constructing two equilibrium i
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polygons for the forces Pv Pv and P
3 ,

first acting vertically

and then horizontally. The intersection of the lines R
and jR' is the center of gravity of the mass.

The load lines in Fig. 8 and Fig. 8a are not necessarily

at right angles, but such an arrangement determines the

point of intersection of R and R' with a maximum degree

of accuracy, since they intersect at right angles.

FIG. 7.

FIG. 8a.

In the above constructions the weight of a unit mass

is a common factor, and hence may be omitted and the

areas alone of the small figures be used as the values of P
1?

P
21
and P

3
.

10. Application of the Equilibrium Polygon in Finding

Moments of Parallel Forces. Let AB, BC, . . .
,
EF be

any number of parallel forces, and M' and N' two points

through which R^ and J?
2 pass (Fig. 9). Construct the force
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polygon Fig. ga, and select some point P as a pole, so that

the perpendicular distance H from the load line is 1000,

i oooo, or some similar quantity. Construct the equilibrium

polygon Fig. 9 as explained in previous articles.

Suppose the moment of AB, BC, and CD about ~Mr as

a center of moments is desired. The moment equals

AB(a1} + BC(a2] + CD(a3)
= Mm . Prolong the lines S3 ,

FIG. 9.

FIG. ga.

S
3 ,
and 5

4 until they cut a line through M' parallel to AB,

BC, etc.

From the triangles Mai, Fig. 9, and .A.RP, Fig. ga,

aM'.a^.-.AB-.H or AB(aJ = H(aM).

From the triangles afo, Fig. 9, and .Z?CP, Fig. ga,

ab : a
2

: : EC : H or BC(a2)
= Jf (06).
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From the triangles bc$, Fig. 9, and CDP, Fig. ga,

bc:a
3
::CD:H or CD(aJ = PI (be}.

Or

AB(aJ +5C(a2 ) + CD(a3 }
=Mm =H(aM + ab + bc} = H(Mc}.

From this it is seen that the moment of any force equals

the ordinate measured on a line passing through the center

of moments, and parallel to the given force, which is cut

off between the two sides of the equilibrium polygon which

are parallel to the two strings drawn from the pole P (pro-

longed if necessary until they cut this line) to the ex-

tremities of the load in Fig. ga; multiplied by the pole

distance H. For a combination of loads the ordinate to

be multiplied by H is the algebraic sum of the ordinates

for each load; the loads acting downward having ordi-

nates of one kind, and those acting upward of the opposite

kind.

To illustrate, let the moment of Rv AB, BC, and CD
about g be required. In Fig. ga the strings St

and 5 are

drawn from the extremities of R^ ,
hence in Fig. 9 the or-

dinate gg' multiplied by H is the moment of R about g as

a center of moments.

The strings Sl
and S

4
are the extreme strings for AB,

BC, CD, and hence the ordinate '4 multiplied by H is the

mbment of these forces. Now since the reaction acts up-

ward and the forces AB, BC, and CD act downward, the

ordinate 4 multiplied by H is the moment of the com-

bination. %

The above property of the equilibrium polygon is very

convenient in finding the moments of unequal loads spaced

at unequal intervals, as is the case where a locomotive stands

upon a girder bridge.
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ii. Graphical Multiplication. Let the sum of the

products aj)v a
2
6
2 , etc., be required. The method of the

previous article can be readily applied in the solution of

this problem. Let br 6
2 , etc., be taken as loads and av av

etc., as the lever-arms of these loads about any convenient

point as shown in Fig. 10. Then H(ab) = a^, H(bc) = av

* Pole

FIG. 10. FIG. iCM.

by etc., and finally H(ae) = 2(ab), or the algebraic sum of

the products afa, a
2
6
2 ,

etc.

In case 2(i>a
2

) is desired, the ordinates ab, be, etc., can be

taken as loads replacing bv 6
2 , etc., in Fig. 10. For con-

venience take a pole distance H' equal to that used before

and draw the polygon S/, S
2 ', etc., then (ee')H

2 = 2(&a
2

).

12. To Draw an Equilibrium Polygon through Three

Given Points. Given the forces AB, BC, CD, and DE, it is

required to pass an equilibrium polygon through the points

X, Y, and Z. Construct the force polygon Fig. no, and

through X and Y draw lines parallel to EA. Then, start-

ing with -S
5 , passing through Y, construct the equilibrium

polygon Fig. n, drawing the closing line 5 . In Fig. im
there result the two reactions J?

t
and R.2 when a line is

drawn through P parallel to 5 of Fig. 1 1 . Since the values
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of R and R
2
remain constant for the given loads, the pole

from which the strings in Fig. na are drawn must lie upon

a line drawn from L parallel to a line S "
connectingX and

y in Fig. n. That is, S "
is the position of the closing line

for all polygons passing through X and Y, and the pole can

be taken anywhere upon the line P'L in Fig. na. In order

that the polygon may also pass through Z take the loads

upon the right of Z and find their resultant EB, and through

Z draw a line parallel to EB. Assume Z and Y to be two

FIG. ii. FIG.

points through which it is desired to pass an equilibrium

polygon. Proceeding as in the first case, the pole must lie

somewhere upon the line UP'
, Fig. na, drawn parallel to

aY, Fig. n. Then if a polygon- with its pole in LP' passes

through X and Y, and one with its pole in L'P' passes

through Z, the polygon with a pole at the intersection of

these lines in P f
will pass through the three points X, Y,

and Z.

THE HUNT LIBRARY

CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOfir
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CHAPTER II.

BEAMS AND TRUSSES.

13. Vertical Loads on a Horizontal Beam: Reactions

and Moments of the Outside Forces. Let the beam XY
support the loads AB, BC, etc., Fig. 12, and let the ends of

FIG. 32.

FIG.

the beam rest upon supportsX and Y. Required the reactions-

RI and Rv neglecting the weight of the beam. In order

that the beam remains in place free from all motion the

outside forces AB, BC, etc., with R
t
and R

2
must fulfill

the conditions of Art. i. Proceeding according to Art. 6,

the force polygon ABCDEF is constructed, any point P
taken as a pole, and the strings Sl

. . . . S
6 drawn, Fig. i2a.

Then, in Fig. 12, .the equilibrium polygon is constructed,

14
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the closing line 5 drawn, and, parallel to this line, LP is

drawn in Fig. i2d, cutting the line AF into two parts; LA

being the value of R
lt
and LF the value of R

z
.

The moment about any point in the vertical passing

through any point x is readily found by Art. 10:

the moment of the outside forces.

14. Vertical Loads on a Simple Roof-truss: Structure

Considered as a Whole. In this case the method of pro-

cedure is precisely that given in Art. 10. The reactions

R
i
and R

2
will of course be equal if the loads are equal and

FIG. 13.

symmetrically placed about the center of the truss. This

being known, the pole P may be taken on a horizontal line

drawn through L, Fig. 13*2, and then the closing line 5 in

Fig. 13 will be horizontal. The closing line may be made

horizontal in any case by taking the pole P horizontally

opposite L, which divides the load line into' the two reac-

tions.

It is evident from what precedes that the particular

shape of the truss or its inside bracing has no influence
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upon the values of R^ R2 ,
and the ordinates to the equilib-

rium polygon. However, the internal bracing must have

sufficient strength to resist the action of the outside forces

and keep each point of the truss in equilibrium.

15. Inclined Loads on a Simple Roof-truss : Structure

Considered as a Whole. The case shown in Fig. 14 is that

usually assumed for the action of wind upon a roof-truss,

FIG. 14.

FIG. 140.

the truss being supported at X and Y. The directions of

R
t
and R

2
will be parallel to AD of Fig. 140. The deter-

mination of the values of R
t
and R2

is easily accomplished

by Art. 10, as shown in Figs. 14 and 143.

16. Inclined Loads on a Simple Roof-truss, One

Reaction Given in Direction : Structure Considered as a

Whole. Suppose the roof-truss to be supported upon

rollers at Y. Then the reaction R
2

is vertical if the rollers

are on a horizontal plane. The only point in R
:
which is

known is the point of support X through which it must

pass. Drawing the equilibrium polygon through this point,

S
5
cuts the direction of R

2
in Y', and XYf

is the closing line,

Fig. 15. At y, which is by construction in equilibrium,
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there are three forces acting having the directions 5
,
5

5 ,

and Rv and these forces must make a closed figure ; hence,

in Fig. 1 5 a, DL is the magnitude of R^. Since R
l
must

close the force polygon, LX is the magnitude and direction

of R,.

FIG. 15.

If the rollers had been at X instead of Y, the method of

procedure would have been quite similar. The equilibrium

polygon would have passed through Y and ended upon a

vertical through X, and the string 5 would have cut off

the value of R
t
on a vertical drawn through X, Fig. 15 a.

17. Relation between the Values of 7?
2
in Articles 15

and 16. In Article 15, R2
can be replaced by its vertical

and horizontal components without altering the existing

equilibrium. If the supports are in a horizontal plane, the

horizontal component can be applied at X instead of Y
without in any way changing the equilibrium of the struc-

ture as a whole. Therefore the vertical component of 7?
2 ,

as found in Art. 15, is the same in value as the R
2 found in
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Art. 1 6. This fact makes it unnecessary to go through, the

constructions of Art. 16 when those of Art. 15 are at hand.

The constructions necessary to determine R
1
and R

2
of

Art. 1 6 are shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1511.

18. Internal Equilibrium and Stresses. As previously

stated (Art. 14), although the structure as a whole may be

in equilibrium, it is necessary that the internal framework

shall have sufficient strength to resist the stresses caused

FIG i6r.

FIG. 16^.

by the outside forces. For example, m Fig. 16, at the point

A', 7?j acts upward and the point is kept in equilibrium by
the forces transmitted by the pieces Aa and La, parts of

the frame. Suppose for the moment that these pieces be

replaced by the stresses they transmit, as in Fig, i6a. The

angular directions of these forces are known, but their mag-
nitudes and character are as yet unknown. Now, since JY"

is in equilibrium under the action of the forces Rv Aa, and
La, these forces must form a closed figure (Art. 2). Lay
off R

l
or LA, as shown in Fig. 166, and then through A

draw a line Aa parallel to Aa, Fig. 16 or i6a, and through
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L a line parallel to La, Fig. 16 or i6b; then La and Aa are

the magnitudes of the two stresses desired. Since in form-

ing the closed figure Fig. 166 the forces are laid off in their

true directions, one after the other, the directions will be as

shown by the arrow-heads. If these arrow-heads be trans-

ferred to Fig. i6a, it is seen that Aa acts toward X, and

consequently the piece .4a in the frame Fig. 16 is in com-

pression, and in like manner the piece La is in tension.

Passing to point Ui, Fig. 16, and treating it in a similar

manner, it appears that there are four forces acting to pro-

duce equilibrium, two of which are known, namely, the

outside force AB and the inside stress in A a.

Fig. i6c shows the closed polygon for finding the mag-
nitudes and directions of the stresses in ab and Bb.

Since Fig. i6b contains some of the lines found in Fig.

i6c, the two figures can be combined as shown in Fig. i6d.

In finding the actual directions of the stresses, the forces

acting around any given point must be considered independ-

ently in their own closed polygon. Although Fig. i6d con-

tains all the lines necessary for the determination of the

stresses around A' and the point Uv yet the stress diagram

for one point is independent of that for the other, for Figs.

1 66 and i6c can be drawn to entirely different scales if the

diagrams are not combined.

The remaining points of the truss can be treated in the

manner outlined above and the stress in each member

found. Separate stress diagrams may be constructed for

each point, or a combination diagram employed. Since,

in case of the inside stresses, the forces meet in a point and

there can be no revolution, there remain but two condi-

tions of equilibrium, namely, the sum of the vertical com-
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ponents of all the forces must equal zero, and the same

condition for the horizontal components. This being the

case, if there are more than two unknowns among the forces

acting at any point being considered, the problem cannot

be solved by the above method.

19. Inside Forces Treated as Outside Forces. Suppose

the truss shown in Pig. 1 7 is cut into two parts along the line

aa, then the left portion remains in equilibrium as long as

the pieces Dd, dg, and gL transmit to the frame the stresses

FIG. i-]a.

which actually existed before the cut was made. This

condition may be represented by Fig. 17 a. The stresses

Dd, dg, and gL may now be considered as outside forces,

and with the other outside forces they keep the structure

as a whole in equilibrium, consequently the internal Ar-

rangement of the frame will have no influence upon the

magnitudes of these forces. Equilibrium would still exist

if the frame were of the shape shown in Fig. 176 and 176'.

Fig. i"jc shows the stress diagrams for the two cases

shown, and also for the original arrangement of the pieces

as shown in Fig. 17.

20. More than Two Unknown Forces Meeting at a

Point. -Taking each point in turn, commencing with X, the

stress diagrams are readily formed until point U2
of Fig. 17

is reached. Here three unknowns are found, and hence the
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problem becomes indeterminate by the usual method. If

now the method of Art. 19 is adopted, the bracing changed,

FIG.

FIG. 17*'. FIG. i"jc.

and the stresses in Dd, gd, and Lg found, the problem can

be solved by working back from these stresses to the point

Uv as shown in Fig.



CHAPTER III.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.

21. Wood in Compression: Columns or Struts. When
a piece of wood over fifteen diameters in length is subject to

compression, the total load or stress required to produce

failure depends upon the kind of wood and the ratio of the

least dimension to its length. If the strut is circular in

cross-section, then its least dimension is the diameter of

this section
;
if rectangular in section, then the least dimen-

sion is the smaller side of the rectangular section. The

above statements apply to the usual forms of timber which

are uniform in cross-section from end to end.

A piece of oak 6" X 8" X 120" long requires about

twice the load to produce failure that a similar piece 300"

long requires.

A piece of oak 3" X 8" X 120" requires but about

one third the load that a piece 6" X 8" X 120" requires

for failure.

The actual ultimate strengths of the various woods

used in structures have been determined experimentally

and. numerous formulas devised to represent these results.

One of the later formulas, based upon the formula of A. L.

Johnson, C.E., U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division

of Forestry, is

700 + 15^P -F X
700 + isc 4- c

23
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where P = the ultimate strength in pounds per square

inch of the cross-section of a strut or column
;

F = the ultimate strength per square inch of wood

in short pieces ;

_ / length of column in inches

d least dimension in inches

A table of the values of P is given on page 24.

The factor of safety to be used with this table depends

upon the class of structure in which the wood is employed.

The following statements are made in Bulletin No. 12,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry :

"Since the strength of timber varies very greatly with

the moisture contents (see Bulletin 8 of the Forestry Divi-

sion) ,
the economical designing of such structures will neces-

sitate their being separated into groups according to the

maximum moisture contents in use.

MOISTURE CLASSIFICATION.

"Class A (moisture contents, 18 per cent.) Structures

freely exposed to the weather, such as railway trestles, un-

covered bridges, etc.

"Class B (moisture contents, 15 per cent.) Structures

under roof but without side shelter, freely exposed to out-

side air, but protected from rain, such as roof-trusses of

open shops and sheds, covered bridges over streams, etc.

"Class C (moisture contents, 12 per cent.) Structures

in buildings unheated, but more or less protected from out-

side air, such as roof-trusses or barns, enclosed shops and

sheds, etc.

"Class D (moisture contents, 10 per cent.) Structures

in "buildings at all times protected from the outside air,
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF COLUMNS. VALUES OF P.

ULTIMATE STRENGTH IN POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.
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heated in the winter, such as roof-trusses in houses, halls,

churches, etc."

Based upon the above classification of structures, the

following table has been computed.

SAFETY FACTORS TO BE USED WITH THE TABLE ON P. 24.

All struts considered in this article are assumed to have

square ends.

EXAMPLE. A white-pine column in a church is 12 feet

long and 12 inches square; what is the safe load per square

.
., , / 12X12 . . .

, ,incnr - = = 12. and from the table on page 24
a 12 r t> T

P - 3438 pounds per square inch. Churches belong to

structures in Class D, and hence the factor of safety is 0.25

and the safe load per square inch 3438 X 0,25 = 860

pounds. 860 X 144 = 123800 pounds is the total safe

load for the column.

The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association adopted the following formula in 1907.

For struts over 1 5 diameters long :

5 =
6odJ'
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in which 5 = the safe strength in pounds per square inch,

B = the safe end bearing stress (see Column 3, Table XVI),

/ = the length of the column, and d = the least side of the

column. I and d are expressed in the same unit. The

following table gives the values of 5 for four values of B.

The values of B used in the following table differ

slightly from those recommended by The American Rail-

way Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association,

as they are based upon the values given in Table XVI-

The unit stresses are essentially the same as given in the

table on page 24, when a factor of safety of 4 is used.

SAFE STRENGTH OF COLUMNS. VALUES OF S.

In the example on page 25, for
-g

= 24, the safe load

per square inch is 648 pounds with a factor of safety of 4.
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Prom the table on page 26 the corresponding value is

found to be 660 pounds, the difference between the

values being but 12 pounds.

22. Metal in Compression: Columns or Struts. Steel

is practically the only metal used in roof-trusses at the

present time, and, unless they are very heavy, angles

are employed to the exclusion of other rolled shapes.

The load required to cripple a steel column depends

upon several things, such as the kind of steel, the length,

the value of the least radius of gyration for the shape

used (this is usually designated by the letter r
t and

the values are given in the manufacturers' pocket-books),

the manner in which the ends are held, etc.

If a column has its end sections so fixed that they re-

main parallel, the column is said to be square-ended. If

both ends are held in place by pins which are parallel, the

column is said to be pin-ended. A column may have one

square end and one pin end.

The table on page 28 contains the ultimate strength

per square inch of SOFT-STEEL columns or struts.

To obtain the safe unit stress for MEDIUM STEEL:

For quiescent loads, as in buildings, divide by 3.6

For moving loads, as in bridges, divide by 4.5

Safe unit stresses recommended by C. E. Fowler are

tabulated on page 173.

EXAMPLE. What load will cripple a square-ended col-

umn of soft steel made of one standard 6" X 6" X %" angle

if the length of the strut is 10 feet?

From any of the pocket-books or the table at end of

book the value of r is 1.18 inches, then = - = &.<.
r 1.18

'
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STRENGTH OF STEEL COLUMNS OR STRUTS

FOB VARIOUS VALUES OF ~ IN WHICH L = LENGTH IN FEET AND r
r

RADIUS OF GYRATION IN INCHES,

P=ultimate strength in Ibs. per square inch.

FOR SOFT STEEL.

P =

Square Bearing.

45,000

Pin and Square Bearing.

45,000

(12
P =

Pin Bearing.

_ 45,000

(12

24,000r
'

36,000r*

To obtain safe unit stress :

For quiescent loads, as in buildings, divide by 4.

For moving loads, as in bridges, divide by 5.

18,000r'
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STRENGTH OF STEEL COLUMN'S OR STRUTS Continued,

and from the above table, P = 34800 pounds per square

inch. The area of the angle is 5.75 square inches,

hence the crippling load is 5.75 X 34800 = 200100 pounds.

The safe load in a roof-truss is 200100 ^ 4 = 50025

pounds. If medium steel had been used, the safe load

becomes 200100 *- 3.6
= 55600 pounds. According to

Fowler's formula the safe load is 8250 X 5-75 =474o

pounds.

23. End Bearing of Wood. When a stress is trans-

mitted to the ends of the fibers there must be a sufficient

number to carry the load without too much compression

or bending over. To illustrate, let a load P (Fig. 18) be
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transmitted through a metal plate to the end of a wooden

column, then the area b X d must be such that no crush-

ing takes place.

Fit;. 18.

-&->

j*. (-dH

FIG. i8tt.

TABU'; OK SAFE END BEARING VALUES.

KHM)

Hil I'ilii',

Norway Pino,

1100

Short -lr;if Yel-
low 1'inc,

( Vdur,
Hemlock

ICxAMi'i.K. In Fig. icS let b = 12 inches, d -
4 inches,

and suppose the 1 wood to be white oak; what is the safe

luad /'? /' 4 X 12 X 1400
-

67200 pounds.

23a. Bearing of Wood for Surfaces Inclined to the

Fibers, In Ji large number of the connections in roof

1 russet; it is necessary to cut one or both surfaces of

nmiad between two members on an angle with the

direetinns of the 1 fillers. The allowable normal intensities

of pressure upon such surfaces may be found from the
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following formula, which is based upon the results of

experiments: (

where r = normal intensity on AC;

q normal intensity on BC;

p =' normal intensity on AB ;

6 = angle of inclination of AC with direction of the

wood fibers.

FIG. i8b.

SAFE BEARING VALUES FOR INCLINED SURFACES
Pounds per square inch.

23b. End Bearing of Wood against Round Metal Pins.

-In Fig. 1 8a the load P is transmitted to the wooden



safe value of P for this area is given by the formula which

is based on the normal intensities on inclined surfaces:

P = bd(o.4.6p + 0.543) = bdF,

where -p
= the allowable intensity of pressure against the

ends of the fibers
;

q
= the allowable intensity of pressure across the

fibers
;

d = diameter of pin;

b = length of pin bearing against the wood;

P total force which the pin can safely transmit in

a direction parallel to the fibers.

APPROXIMATE VALUES OF F.

230. Splitting Effect of Round Pins Bearing against

the End Fibers of Wood. The round pin shown in Fig. i8a

not only bears against the end fibers of the wood, but

also tends to split the timber. Fortunately this tendency

is comparatively small.

236. Cross Bearing of Wood against Round Pins.

If the direction of the stress is normal to the fibers the

bearing value of the wood on the pin may be taken, the

same as on a flat surface having a width equal to the
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diameter of the pin. The safe values to be used are

given in Art. 25.

24. Bearing of Steel. Since soft and soft-medium

steel are practically homogeneous in structure, the same

bearing value is used for round and flat surfaces. The

diameter of the pin or rivet multiplied by the thickness

of the plate through which it passes is taken as the bear-

ing area. This is an approximation but is sufficient for

practical purposes.

For soft or soft-medium steel the safe bearing value may
be taken as 20000 pounds per square inch.

TABLE OF SAFE BEARING VALUES.

TABLE OF SAFE BEARING VALUES Continued.



-LUIS is> amust DC sumcient to resist crusumg.

often overlooked in construction. In Fig. iga the same

FIG. 19.
FIG. ig.

TABLE OF SAFE BEARING VALUES.

conditions obtain. The washer must be of such a size that

the area bearing upon the wood shall properly distribute

the stress transmitted by the rod.

26. Bearing Across the Fibers of Steel. See Art. 24.

27. Longitudinal Shear of Wood. In Fig. 20 let the

piece A push against the notch in B, then the tendency is

to push the portion above ba along the plane ba, or to

shear lengthwise a surface 6 in length and t in width.
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A similar condition exists in Fig. 2oa. The splice may
fail by the shearing along the grain the two surfaces abc

and a'b'c'. A table of safe longitudinal shearing values is

given below.

n

TD-

:a:

FlU.

TABLE OF SAFE LONGITUDINAL SHEARING VALUES.

28. Longitudinal Shear of Steel. For all structures

considered in this book the longitudinal shear of steel is



FIG. 21.

. \viui concentrated loads, as

shown in Fig. 21, the max-

imum moment is readily

found by means of the equi-

librium polygon. Let this

moment be called M, then

for rectangular beams

M - l-Rbd\

whereM = the maximum moment in inch-pounds;
b - the breadth of the beam in inches;
d = the depth of the beam in inches;
R - the allowable or safe stress per square inch in

the extreme fiber.

If M'is given in foot-pounds, then the second member
of the above equation becomes ^R

Por a
uniformly distributed load

where w . the load per linear inch of span;
I = the span in inches

n>.-lbs.
. or 15000
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Hence a 2%" X 6" white-oak beam will safely carry the

load; but the weight of the beam has been neglected, and

consequently the breadth must be increased to, say, 2

inches. A second calculation should now be made with

the weight of the beam included.

TABLE OF SAFE VALUES OF R FOR WOOD.

The above values are pounds per square inch. Factor

of safety 6. See Table XVI, page 139.

The transverse strength of wood as considered above

assumes that the plane of the loads is parallel to the side

of the timber having the dimension d. In case the plane

of the loads makes the angle 6 with the axis BB, Fig.

2ia,

6M cosM cos =

M sin 6 =

or R' =

and

'W or R" =

R' + R" = R.

bd2

6M sin 6



usually easier to assume values for 6 and d and then from

the first three expressions de-

termine the value of R. If this

is greater than the allowable

value for the kind of wood

to be [used, a new trial must

be made. It is seldom neces-

sary to make more than two

trials.

EXAMPLE. Assume that a

white oak purlin is placed, as

shown in Plate I, so that the

angle 6, Fig. 2ia, is 30, and that the moment of the vertical

loads is 20000 inch-pounds. If the depth of the purlin is

assumed as 10" and the breadth as 8", then,

FIG. 210.

cos e _ 6 X 20000 x 0.866

8 X 100
=

129.9,

and

R't = 6-^sinj) = 6 X aoooo X 0.5
V*d

~
-64 X 10

=
937-5,

R = R' + R" =
129.9 + 937-5 = 1067 Ibs.

This is the compressive fiber stress at e or the tensile
fiber stress at g, Pig. 21 a.

Since 1067 is less than the allowable value of R for
white oak, the purlin is safe. See Table XVI.



whereM = the maximum moment in inch-pounds ;

/ = the moment of inertia (given in the manufac-

turers' pocket-books) ;

v = the distance of the otitermost fiber from the

neutral axis;

R = the safe stress in pounds per square inch in

the outermost fiber
;

S is given in the manufacturers' pocket-books

for each shape rolled for the conditions

usually obtaining in practice.

The safe value of .Rfor soft steel may be taken as 16000

pounds.

EXAMPLE. Suppose the oak beam in Article 29 is re-

placed by a steel channel. What must be its size and

weight?

M 15000 = RS = i6ooo5; 0.94

Prom any of the manufacturers' pocket-books, a 3-inch

channel weighing 4 pounds per linear foot has 5 = i.i.

The moment due to the weight of the channel is %wl
z =

J- X 4 X 10 X 10 = 50 ft.-lbs. or 600 in.-lbs.
;
hence the total

moment is 15600 inch-pounds, and the required value of

S = -7
- = 0.08, which is less than i.i. This being the

16000 y &

case, a 3 -inch channel weighing 4 pounds per foot will be

safe. (See Tables at end of book.)



rectangular axes, passing unj.uu.gj.1 ^^ ^^~~* ~- o-

of the section, about one of which the moment of inertia

is a maximum and about the other a minimum. Sufficient

data is given in the tables of properties of the various

steel shapes to completely determine these axes and the

maximum and minimum moments of inertia.

The following formulas for determining the maximum
fiber stress for a given moment produced by loads in a

plane making an angle with the principal axes, include

most of the cases found in practice:

__or
M cos 6



M cos =

M sin =

,
M cos 6 .

or R 1 = =-d\
2/1-1

or R" = M sin

-2-2

These formulas refer to point a. For point e replace x

by b x.

R = R' + R".

Angles and Z Bars.

i/r JLM cos = r>/or R =



be considered for both axes even if for one it is not the

outermost fiber. The values for i> are best determined

from a full sized drawing. The particular fiber for which

R = R' -f R" is a maximum can be found by trial. An

inspection of the full size drawing will usually eliminate

all but two possible positions.

EXAMPLE. A 4" X 4" X |" angle used as a beam has

a span of 10 feet and is loaded with 150 pounds per foot

of span, the plane of the loads being parallel to one leg

of the angle. What is the maximum fiber stress?

Lt-4 = 2.28, I3_3 = 8.84, = 45, M = 22500 in.-lbs.

For the Fiber at A

p/ _ 22500 X 0.707K -
2.83 =

p// _ 22500 X 0.707~

R = R' +R" = i3I981bs.



Inspection shows that the maximum fiber stress cannot

be at C, hence 15008 is the maximum sought.

31. Special Case of the Bending Strength of Metal Pins.

- - -Where pins are used to connect several pieces, as in Fig.

FIG. 22.

22, the moments of the outside forces can be determined

in the usual way.

This moment M = - - = ^(o.ogSJ
3

),

where d = the diameter of the pin in inches
;

R = the safe stress in the outer fiber in pounds per

square inch.

The table on page 36 gives the safe values ofM for vari-

ous sizes of bolts or pins. For wrought iron use R 15000,

and for steel use R 25000.

32. Shearing Across the Grain of Bolts, Rivets, and

Pins. For wrought-iron bolts use 7500 pounds per square

inch, and for steel 10000 pounds. The safe shearing values

of rivets and bolts are given on page 44. See Table XVIII.



SAPE SHEARING VALUES OF RIVETS AND BOLTS.
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33. Shearing Across the Grain of Wood.

SAFE TRANSVERSE SHEARING VALUES.

34. Wood in Direct Tension.

SAFE TENSION VALUES.

35. Steel and Wrought Iron in Direct Tension. For

wrought iron use 12000 pounds per square inch, for steel

use 16000 pounds per square inch. See Table XVIII.



CHAPTER IV.

ROOF-TRUSSES AND THEIR DESIGN.

36. Preliminary Remarks. Primarily the function of

a roof-truss is to support a covering over a large floor-space

which it is desirable to keep free of obstructions in the

shape of permanent columns, partitions, etc. Train-sheds,

power-houses, armories, large mill buildings, etc., are ex-

amples of the class of buildings in which roof-trusses are

commonly employed.

The trusses span from side wall to side wall and are

placed at intervals, depending to some extent upon the

architectural arrangement- of openings in the walls and upon
the magnitude of the span. The top members of the
trusses are connected by members called purlins, running
usually at right angles to the planes of the trusses. The
purlins support pieces called rafters, which run parallel to
the trasses, and these carry the roof covering and any
other loading, such as snow and the effect of wind.

The trusses, purlins, and rafters may be of wood, steel,
or a combination of the two materials.

37. Roof Corering.-This may be of various materials
or their combinations, such as wood, slate, tin, copper, clay
tiles, corrugated iron, flat iron, gravel and tar etc

The weights given for roof coverings are usually perwhich is 100 square feet.

46
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against inclined surfaces is not very well known. The

formulas in common use are given below:

Let = angle of surface of roof with direction of wind
;

F = force of wind in pounds per square foot
;

A = pressure normal to roof, = F sin O 1 -** cose-j .

B = pressure perpendicular to direction of the wind

C pressure parallel to the direction of the wind
= F sin cos 9

(Carnegie.')

39. Pitch of Roof. The ratio of the rise to the span is

'Span

FIG. 23.

called the pitch, Fig. 23 The following table gives the

angles of roofs as commonly constructed:



40. Transmission of Loads to Roof-trusses. Fig. 24

shows a common arrangement of trusses, purlins, and rafters,

so that all loads are finally concentrated at the apexes B, C,

V
FIG. 24.

I>, etc., of the truss. Then the total weight of covering,

rafters, and purlins included by the dotted lines mn, np, po,
and om will be concentrated at the vertex B . The total wind

at the vertex B will be equal to the normal pressure
of the wind upon the area mnop.

41. Sizes of Timber. The nominal sizes of commercial
are in even inches, as 2" X 4", 2" X 6", A" x 4"

etc., and In lengths of even feet, as 16', 18', 20', etc. The
or standard sizes, are smaller than the nominal

XY gives the standard sizes, for long-leaf pine,
Bhort-Ieef pine, and loblolly pine.



books. These are readily obtained and cost less per pound.

than the "special" shapes.

Ordinarily all members of steel roof-trusses are com-

posed of two angles placed back to back, sufficient space

being left between them to admit a plate for making con-

nections at the joints. See Tables IX-XII.

43. Round Rods. In wooden trusses the vertical ten-

sion members, and diagonals when in tension, are made of

round rods. These rods should be upset
* at the ends so

that when threads are cut for the nuts, the diameter of the

rod at the root of the thread is a little greater than the

diameter of the body of the rod. It is common practice

to buy stub ends that is, short pieces upset and weld

these to the rods. "Unless an extra-good blacksmith' does

the work the upsets should be made upon the rod used,

without welds of any kind. Very long rods should not be

spliced by welding, but connected with sleeve-nuts or

turnbuckles.

Upset ends, turnbuckles, and sleeve-nuts are manu-

factured in standard sizes and can be purchased in the

open market. See Table VII.

44. Bolts. The sizes of bolts commonly used in wooden

roof-trusses are " and
-jjj"

in diameter. Larger sizes are

sometimes more economical if readily obtained, f" and

|" bolts can be purchased almost anywhere. Care should

be taken to have as many bolts as possible of the same size,

*
Upsets should not be made on steel rods unless they are annealed after-

wards.



different shapes are given in the manufacturers pocket-

books. See Tables III, IV, and V.

46. Local Conditions. In making a design local mar-

kets should be considered. If material can be purchased

from local dealers, although not of the sizes desired, it

will often happen that even when a greater amount of

the local material is used than required by the design, the

total cost will be less than if special material, less in quan-

tity, had been purchased elsewhere. This is especially

true for small structures of wood.



CHAPTER V.

DESIGN OF A WOODEN ROOF-TRUSS.

47. Data.

Wind load = 40 pounds per square foot of vertical

projection of roof.

Snow load = 20 pounds per square foot of roof.

Covering = slate 14" long,
"
thick =

9.2 pounds
per square foot of roof.

Sheathing =
long-leaf Southern pine, r" thick =

4.22 pounds per square foot of roof.

=
long-leaf Southern pine, if" thick.

=
long-leaf Southern pine.

=
long-leaf Southern pine, for all mem-

bers except verticals in tension,

which will be of soft steel.

Distance c. to c. of trusses = 10 feet.

Pitch of roof =
J..

Form of truss as shown in Fig. 25.

Rafters

Purlins

Truss

L] l_2 L 8

Span 60' Rise 20'

FIG. 25.



End bearing Art. 23, 1400 Ibs.

End bearing against bolts Art. 236, 850 Ibs.

Compression across the grain Art. 25, 350 Ibs.

Transverse stress extreme fiber stress, Art. 29, 1200 Ibs.

Shearing with the grain Art. 27, 150 Ibs.

Shearing across the grain Art. 33, 1250 Ibs.

Columns and Struts. Values given in Art. 21.

STEEL.

Tension with the grain Art. 35, 16000 Ibs.

Bearing for rivets and bolts Art. 24, 20000 Ibs.

Transverse stress extreme fiber stress, Art. 30, 16000 Ibs.

Shearing across the grain Art. 32, 10000 Ibs.

Extreme fiber stress in bending (pins) , Art. 31, 2 5ooo Ibs.

49. Rafters. The length of each rafter c. to c. of purlins
10 x sec - 10 x 1.2 - 12 feet, and hence, the area

m*opt Fig. 24, is 12 X 10 = 120 square feet.

Snow

Slate

Sheathing

VERTICAL LOADS.

= 20.00 X 1-20'= 2400 Ibs.
= 9-20 X 120 = 1104 Ibs.
= 4-22 x 120 = 506 Ibs.

33 42 X 120 = 4010 Ibs.

The normal component of this load is 4010 X cos B
or 4010 X 0.832 -

3336 pounds.
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The normal component of the wind is (Art. 38) about

40 X 0.70 = 28 Ibs. per square foot, and the total, 28 X 120

= 3360 Ibs.

The total normal load supported by the rafters, ex-

clusive of their own weight, 3336 4- 3360 = 6696 Ibs.

6696 -r- 12 = 558 Ibs. per linear foot of span of the rafters.

Since the thickness of the rafters has been taken as if",

either the number of the rafters or their depth must be

assumed.

Assuming the depth as 7^", the load per linear foot

which each rafter can safely carry is (Art. 29), (Table XV),

wl
-5- X 12 X 12 = 1200 X 15.23 = 18276;o

.'. w = 85 pounds.

558 -4-85 =6.56 = number of if" X 1\" rafters required.

To allow for the weight of the rafters and the compo-

nent of the vertical load which acts along the rafter, eight

rafters will be used. If a rafter is placed immediately over

each truss, the spacing of the rafters will beioXi2-4-8
= 15 inches c. to c.

The weight of the rafters is 12.2 X 8 X 3.75 = 366

Ibs.

50. Purlins. The total load normal to the roof carried

by one purlin, exclusive of its own weight, is 6696 + 366 X

0.832 = 7000 Ibs. Although this is concentrated in loads

of 7000 -r- 8 =875 Ibs. spaced 15" apart, yet it may be



= 105000 inch-pounds. The component of the vertical

load parallel to the rafter is 4010 X 0.555 =2226 pounds
and the moment of this at the center of the purlin is

1(2226) X 10 X 12 = 33390

inch-pounds. The purlin re-

sists these two moments in

the manner shown by Pig.

250- /

(Since the rafters rest on

top of the purlin the force

parallel to the rafters pro-

duces torsional stresses in the

purlin. There is also an
FIG. 250.

unknown wind force parallel to the rafters which pro-
duces torsional stresses of opposite character and reduces
the moment 33390. Both of these effects have been

neglected.) Let b =
7$" and d =

9$". The fiber stress

at B, Fig. 250, will be the sum of the two fiber stresses

produced by the two moments. For the force normal to
the rafter R' = 6 X 105000 -

7K9 f)
2 = 932. For the

force parallel to the rafter R" = 6 X 33390 -
9|(7i)

2 =
375, R' +R" = 932 + 375 =

I3o; lbs< Thig ig a ^^
greater than the allowable fiber stress, which is 1200 Ibs.
Hence the next larger size of timber must be used,
or a 10" X 10" piece. The weight of the purlin is 282
pounds.

51 Loads at Truss Apezes.-Exclusive of the weight
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Snow, slate, sheathing Art. 49, 4010 Ibs.

Rafters Art. 49, 366 Ibs.

Purlins Art. 50, 282 Ibs.

4658 Ibs.

The weight in pounds of the truss may be found from

the formula W = %dL(i + iV-^), where d is the distance

in feet c. to c. of trusses, and L the span in feet. Sub-

stituting for d and L,

W = f X 10 X 60(1 + TV X 60)
= 3150 Ibs.

The full apex load is -V a = 525 Ibs., and hence the

total vertical load at each apex Ui-Us, inclusive, is 4658 +
525 = 5183 Ibs. In case the top chords of the end trusses

are cross-braced together to provide for wind pressure, etc.,

this load would be increased about 75 or 100 Ibs.

For convenience, and since the roof assumed will re-

quire light trusses, the apex loads will be increased to 6000

Ibs. In an actual case it would be economy to place the

trusses about 15 feet c. to c.

The load at the supports is &$.&. = 3000 Ibs.

Wind. The wind load for apexes U 1
and U2

is 3360 Ibs.

(Art. 49), and at apexes L ()
and U4

the load is -M^- == ^6Bo Ibs.

For the determination of stresses let the wind apex load be

taken as 3400 Ibs., and the half load as 1700 Ibs.

In passing, attention may be called to the fact that the

weight of the truss is less than 10 per cent, of the load it

has to support exclusive of the wind; hence a slight error

in assuming the truss weight will not materially affect the

stresses in the several members of the truss.

52. Stresses in Truss Members. Following the prin-

ciples explained in Chapter II, the stress in each piece is

readily determined, as indicated on Plate I.
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Having found the stresses due to the vertical loads, the

wind * loads when the wind blows from the left and when it

blows from the right, these stresses must be combined in

the manner which will produce the greatest stress in the

various members. The wind is assumed to blow but from

one direction at the same time
;
that is, the stress caused

by the wind from the right cannot be combined with the

stress due to the wind from the left.

In localities where heavy snows may be expected it is

best to determine the stresses produced by snow covering

but one half of the roof as well as covering the entire roof.

For convenience of reference the stresses are tabulated

here.

STRESSES.

+ signifies compression.

* Some engineers consider only the lee side of the roof covered with saow

when wind stresses are combined with the dead and snow load stresses.
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53. Sizes of Compression Members of Wood.

57

Piece Stress = + 34500.

Since the apex Ui is held in position vertically by the

truss members, and horizontally by the purlins, the

unsupported length of Lot/i as a column is 12 feet.

To determine the size a least dimension must be

assumed and a trial calculation made. This will be better

explained by numerical calculations.

Let the least dimension be assumed as 5!", then -i =

1 2 1 2
= 26, and from page 24, P 3086 Ibs. per square

2

inch. The safe or allowable value is = -- = 771 Ibs.44
per square inch. Hence 34500 -7-771 = 44.7 = number

of square inches required. If one dimension is 5!", the

other must be g\" ,
or a piece X 9

" = 52.3 square

inches, 12' long, will safely carry the stress 34500 Ibs.

This is the standard size of a 6" X 10" timber (Table XV).

If the table on page 26 is used the safe strength per square

inch, for d 5^, is 790 pounds and the 'required area is

is 34500 -T- 790 = 43.7 square inches. Since a 6" X 8"

piece has an actual area of but 41.3 square inches, the

next larger size must be used, or a 6" X 10" piece, the

same as found in the first trial. A piece 6" X 10" has

a much greater stiffness in the 10" direction than in the

6" direction. For equal stiffness in the two directions

the dimensions should be as nearly equal as possible.

For example, in the above case try a piece 8" X 8", I * d

= 144 -T- 7s =
19, P = 3659, and, with a safety factor

of 4, the total load is 51400 pounds. This is 16900 pounds
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greater than the stress in /o/i, while the area is only 4.0

square inches greater than the area of the 6" X 10" piece.

By changing the shape and adding but about 7.6 per cent

to the area the safe load has been increased nearly 50

per cent.

Pieces U\U% and UzUz-

Stresses + 27500 and -j- 20700.

Letting d = $%", 27500 + 771 = 35.7 square inches

required. Now 5!" X 7\" 41.3 square inches, hence a

6" X 8" piece can be used. However, a change in size

requires a splice, and usually the cost of bolts and labor

for the splice exceeds the cost of the extra material used

in continuing the piece LoUi past the point Uz. For this

reason, and because splices are always undesirable, the top

chords of roof-trusses are made uniform in size for the

maximum lengths of commercial timber, and, excepting

in heavy trusses, the size of the piece LoUi is retained

throughout the top chord, even when one splice is neces-

sary.

To illustrate the method of procedure when the size is

changed, suppose UzUz is of a different size from U\Uz-

To keep one dimension uniform the piece must be either

6" or 8" on one side. Try the least d as 5 3", then -j
= 26,

. P 3086 1t_ 1.and = = 771 Ibs. 21900 -4- 771 = 28.4 square inches
4 4

required. 28.4 -r- 5! indicates that a 6" X 6" piece is

necessary.

Commencing with LoUi the nominal sizes composing

the top chord are 6" X 10", 6" X 8", and 6" X 6".

Since greater strength and stiffness can be obtained
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without much additional expense by using the size 8" X 8'

throughout, this size will be adopted.

Piece Stress = + 9100.

The unsupported length of this piece is 12 feet. Try
P

least d = 3u
/x

,
then = 580 and 9100 -f- 580 = 16 = the

number of square inches required; hence a piece 4" X 6"

with an actual area of 21.1 square inches can be used.

Piece UzLs. Stress = +12700.

The unsupported length = 10 X 1.6667 = 16.67 feet,

I__ 16.67 X 12
__

P 1730
7

,,
~H

=
S3.

~ = ~T = 433 IDS.
a 3-75 4 4

12700 -7-433
~ 2 9-3

= number of square inches re-

quired, or a piece 4" X 10" must be used if d = $.7$".

Try d = 5*", then ~ = 36 + ,a
= 610.

12700 -f- 6 10 = 20.8 square inches required. The

smallest size where d = $%" is 5^" X 5^" = 30.25 square

inches.

In this case a 6" X 6" is more economical in material

by 5.3 square inches of section, and will safely carry about

3000 Ibs. greater load than the 4" X 10" piece.

54. Sizes of Tension. Members of Wood.

Pieces L L
t
and L

t
L

2
. Stress =

31300.

From Art. 34 the allowable stress per square inch for

Southern long-leaf pine is 1200 Ibs.
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3 1 300 -4-1200^26.1= the net number of square inches

required. In. order to connect the various pieces at the

apexes, considerable cutting must be done for notches,

bolts, etc., and where the fibres are cut off their usefulness

to carry tensile stresses is destroyed. Practice indicates

that in careful designing the net section must be increased

by about $, or in this case the area required is 23+16 = 39

square inches, therefore, a piece 5!" X 7!" = 41.3 square

inches must be used. In many of the details which follow

8" X 8" pieces will be used for the bottom chord.

Piece LiLz. Stress = 23700.

In a similar manner this member can be proportioned,

but since splices in tension members are very undesirable,

owing to the large amount of material and labor required

in making them, the best practice makes the number a

minimum consistent with the market lengths of timber,

and, consequently, in all but very large spans the bottom

chord is made uniform in size from end to end.

55. Sizes of Steel Tension Members.

Piece t/
1
L

1
. vStress = o.

Although there is no stress in U
t
Lv yet, in order that

the bottom chord may be supported at Lv a round rod f"

in diameter will be used.

Piece UyLy Stress = 5000.

Thenumber of square inches required is (Art. 35), 5000 *

16000 = 0.31 square inches. A round rod fa inch in diam-

eter is required, exclusive of the material cut away by the
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threads at the ends. The area at the root of the threads

of a $" round rod is 0.42 square inches, hence a " round rod

will be used. (Table VII.)

Piece US
L

S
. Stress = 16100.

16100 -T- 16000 = i.006 square inches. A i\" round

rod has area of 1.227 square inches. This rod upset
*

(Table VII) to if" at the ends can be used.

If the rod is not upset a diameter of if' must be used,

having an area of 1.057 square inches at the root of the

threads. See Table XVIII.

Note that the above rods have commercial sizes.

56. Design of Joint Lo. With i|" Bolts. A common

form of joint at Lo is shown in Fig. 26. The top chord

rests in a notch db in the bottom chord, and, usually,

altogether too much reliance is put in the strength of this

detail. The notch becomes useless when the fibers fail

along db, or when the bottom chord shears along db. The

distance db is quite variable and depends upon the arrange-

ment of rafters, gutters, cornice, etc. Let about 12" be

assumed in this case", then it will safely resist a longitudinal

shearing force of 12X7^X150= 13500 Ibs. (Art. 27).

The area of the inclined surface due to the notch db equals

i. 2(1 1 X 7!) = 13.5 square inches, if dc = i\". This

will safely resist 13.5 X 760 = 10300 Ibs. acting normal to

the surface (Art. 2 3 a), hence the value of the notch is

but 10300 Ibs., leaving 34500 10300 = 24200 Ibs. to be

held in some other manner, in this case by if" bolts.

To save cutting the bottom chord for washers, and also

*
Upsets on steel rods should not be used unless the entire rod is annealed

after being upset at the ends.
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to increase the bearing upon the supports of the truss
it is customary to use a corbel or bolster, as shown in

Fig. 26.

Let a single f" bolt be placed 6" from the end of the
bottom chord. This will prevent the starting of a crack
at b, and also assist in keeping the corbel in place.

If it is assumed that the bolt holes are slightly larger

FIG. 26.

than the bolts, the instant that any motion takes place

along be the bolts B will be subjected to tension. If

friction along be, and between the wood and the metal-

plate washer be neglected, the tension in the bolts may be

determined by resolving 34500 -
10300 = 24200 into two

components, one normal to the plane be, and the other in

the direction of the bolts. Doing this the tension in the

bolts is found to be about 45000 Ibs. See Fig. 26.
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From Table XVIII a single if" bolt will safely resist

a tension of moo pounds, hence five bolts are required.

Each bolt resists a tension of AA.OJLIL _
g000 ibSi] an(j

hence the area of the washer bearing across the fibers of

the wood must be Wo- = 25.7 n" (Art. 25). As the

standard cast-iron washer has an area of but 16.61 n", a

single steel plate will be used for all the bolts. The total

area including 5 i-|" holes for bolts will be 5(25.7 + 1.227)

= 134.6 D", and as the top chord is 7!" wide, the plate

will be assumed 7" X 20" = 140 n".

The proper thickness of this plate can be determined

approximately as follows:

The end of the plate may be considered as an over-

hanging beam fastened by the nuts or heads on the bolts

and loaded with 350 Ibs. per square inch of surface bear-

ing against the wood.

The distance from the end of the plate to the

nuts is about 3", and the moment at the nuts is

350 X 7 X 3" X 3" X \ = 1 1000 inch-pounds. This must

equal \ Rbd2 = | Rbt2 = | X 16000 X 7 X t
2

,
or t

2 = H?8S-

=
0.59, and hence t = 0.77" = f" about. A "

plate will

be used (Art. 30). (See page 146.)

The tension in the bolts must be transferred to the

corbel by means of adequate washers. Where two bolts

are placed side by side, steel plates will be used and for

single bolts, cast-iron washers.

Assuming the steel plate washers as normal to the

direction of the bolts, they bear upon a wood surface

which is inclined to the direction of the fibers. The per-

missible intensity of the pressure upon this surface is

(Art. 230) for = 33 41', say, 34, about 500 pounds.
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Since each bolt transmits a stress of 9000 pounds, the

net area of the plate for two bolts is 2(9000
-*-

500) = 36 n".

Allowing for the bolt holes the gross area is about 38.5 n".

Making the corbel the same breadth as the bottom chord

a plate 7^' x sf" =
39-3 d" will furnish the required

area. The thickness of this plate is found in the manner

explained for the plate in the top chord. A I" plate is

sufficient.

For the single bolt a bevel washer will be used. The
net area bearing across the fibers of the wood must be

9ooo(cos = 0.832) -4- 350 = 21.4 D", say, 23 n", to

allow for the bolt hole. A washer 5" X 5" will be used.

The horizontal component of the stress in the bolt is

9000(0.555) = 5000 pounds. This requires 5000 4- 1400
=

3-6 D" for end bearing against the wood, and 5000 -=-150
=

33-3 n" for longitudinal shear. A lug on the washer

I" X f" X 5" will provide area for the end bearing, and

if placed at the edge of the washer nearer the center of

the truss, there will be ample shearing area provided.

In the above work the washers have been designed for

the stress which the bolts are assumed to take and not

for the stress which the bolts can safely carry. As stated

above, too much reliance should not be placed upon the

shearing surface ab. Assuming this to fail the stress in

the bolts becomes about 64200 pounds or 12960 pounds
for each bolt, which is equivalent to a stress of 10500 pounds

per square inch.

The horizontal component of the tension in the bolts

having been transferred to the corbel, must now be trans-

ferred to the bottom chord. This is done by two white

oak keys 25-" X g" long. Each key will safely carry an
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end fiber stress (Art. 23), of i| X 7^ X 1400 = 13100 Ibs.,

and two keys 2 X 13100, or 26200 Ibs., which exceeds the

total horizontal component of the stress in the bolts.

The safe longitudinal shear of each key is (Art. 27),

7" X 9 X 200 = 13500, and for both keys 2 X 13500

= 27000 Ibs., -a little larger than the stress to be trans-

ferred.

The bearing of the keys against the end fibers of the

corbel and the bottom chord is safe, as the safe value for

long-leaf Southern pine is the same as for white oak.

The safe longitudinal shear in the end of the bottom

chord is about i\" X 12 X 150 = 13500 Ibs. exclusive of

the f" bolt. The safe strength at the right end of the

corbel is about the same. Between the keys there is ample

shearing surface without any assistance from the bolts in

both the corbel and the bottom chord. The keys have

a tendency to turn and separate the corbel from the

bottom chord. This will produce a small tension in the

five inclined bolts if the corbel is not sufficiently stiff to

hold them in place when the two end bolts are drawn

up tight. One f
"

bolt for each key of the size used here

is sufficient to prevent the keys from turning when the bolts

pass through or near the keys. See Art. i, Appendix.

In order to prevent bending, and also to give a large

bearing surface for the vertical component of 34500 Ibs.,

a white oak filler is placed as shown in Fig. 26, and a small

oak key employed to force it tightly into place.

The net area of the bottom chord must be -^W" =

26.1 D" which inspection shows is exceeded at all sections

in Fig. 26.

The form of joint just considered is very common, but



The joint as designed would probably fail before either

the top or bottom chords gave out. If tested under a ver-

tical load, the top chord would act as a lever with its ful-

crum over the oak filler
;

this \vould throw an excessive

tension upon the lower pair of bolts, and they would fail

in the threads of the nuts.

Whenever longitudinal shear of wood must be depended

upon, as in Fig. 26, bolts should always be used to bring

an initial compression upon the shearing surface, thereby

preventing to some extent^ season cracks.

56a. Design of Joint L Bolts and Metal Plates.

The horizontal component of 34500 Ibs. is 28700 Ibs.,

which is transferred to the bottom chord by the two metal

teeth let into the chord as shown in Fig. 27. Let the first

plate be 7" wide and i" thick and the notch 2" deep,

then the safe moment at the point where it leaves the wood
is | Rbt2 = X 16000 X 7 X i X i = 18670 inch-pounds.

A load of 18670 Ibs. acting i" from the bottom of the

tooth gives a moment of 18670 X i = 18670 inch-pounds.

This load uniformly distributed over the tooth =
2 X7

= 1330 Ibs. per square inch; as this is less than 1400 Ibs.,

the safe bearing against the end fibers of the wood, the value

of the tooth is 1330 X 14 = 18670 Ibs. The shearing sur-

face ahead of the tooth must be at least HIF- = 125 D";
and since the chord is 7^" thick, the length of this surface

125
must be at least = 16.7", which is exceeded in Fig. 27.
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In like manner the value of the second tooth 7" wide

and f
" thick is found to be 14000 Ibs., and hence the value

of both teeth is 18670 -+- 14000 - 32670 Ibs., which exceeds

the total horizontal component of 34500 Ibs. or 28700 Ibs.

The horizontal component 28700 Ibs. is transferred to

the metal through the vertical plates at the end of the top

chord, and these are held in place by two -|" bolts as

4 x x % PI. /
2 bolts sin. \VIIH! i

311 - -- -7

Fai. 27.

shown. The bearing against the end of the top chord

exceeds the allowable value about 8800 Ibs. if the vertical

cut is T&" as shown. The i[" plate is bolted to the bottom

chord and the two bolts should be placed as near the hook

as possible to prevent its drawing out of the notch. The

amount of metal subject to tensile stresses and shearing

stresses is greatly in excess of that required.

The net area of the bottom chord exceeds the amount

required.
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The corbel is not absolutely necessary in this detail, but

it simplifies construction.

To keep the f" plate in place two %" bolts are employed.

They also keep the tooth in its proper position.

The teeth should usually be about twice their thick-

ness in depth, as then the bending value of the metal about

equals the end bearing against the wood. This allows for

a slight rounding of the corners in bending the plates.

Fig. 28 shows another form of joint using one |" plate.

The bolt near the heel of the plate resists any slight lifting

action of the toe of the top chord, and also assists somewhat

in preventing any slipping towards the left.

57. Design of Joint L Nearly allWood. The strength

of this joint depends upon the resistance of the shearing

surfaces in the bottom chord and the bearing of wood against

wood. The notches when, made, as shown in Fig. 29, will

safely resist the given stresses without any assistance from

the bolts. A single bolt is passed through both chords to

hold the parts together which might separate in hand-

ling during erection. The horizontal bolts in the bottom

chord arc put in to prevent any tendency of the opening

of season cracks, starting at the notches. The vertical

bolts serve a similar purpose, as well as holding the corbel

or bolster in place.

58. Design of Joint L Steel Stirrup. Fig. 30 shows

one type of stirrup joint, with anotch 2 "deep. The safeload

in bearing on the inclined surface ab is 13700 Ibs., and for

shearing ahead of the notch 20300 Ibs. This leaves 34500
-

13700 - 20800 which must be taken by the stirrup.

20800 ----- tan - 20 = 31200 Ibs. = stress in stirrup rod.

0.007
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6x8x4 6 long I-Ior.Comp.:Crom bolts 9800*

1"

FIG 28.

.T

FIG. 29.



of the threads, of 0.893 U"'.

To pass over the top chord the rod will be bent in the

arc of a circle about 7^" in diameter, and rest in a cast-iron

i "H.Comp.17300* \V ^ e"x s'x i'a'

FIG. 30.

saddle, as shown in Fig. 30. The base of this saddle must

have an area of HW1 = 89 n". The size of the base will

te 7|" X 12".

The horizontal stress 17300 transferred to the corbel

will be amply provided for by the two keys which transfer

it to the bottom chord.

59. Design of Joint L . Steel Stirrup and Pin. The
detail shown in Fig. 31 is quite similar to that shown in

Fig. 30, in the manner of resisting the stresses. In the
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present case the tension in the steel rod is 19000 Ibs.,

requiring a rod if" square. Loop eyes for a 2!" pin are

formed on each end of the rod as shown. Each loop has

a stress of 19000 Ibs., and if this stress transmitted to the

bottom chord is assumed to act ij" from the outside

surface of the chord, the moment of this stress is

19000(1!" + i)
= 45100 inch-pounds, requiring a 2!" pin

FIG. 31.

(Art. 31). The pin is safe against shearing, as 5.94 X 10000

= 59400 is much greater than the stress to be carried.

The bearing of the pin against the end fibers of the chord

is about 21000 Ibs., while the permissible value is 2% X 7 a

X 850 = 17500 Ibs. (Art. 23 b.) The bearing of the pin

across the grain of the chord is excessive, as the vertical

component of the stress in the stirrup is about 31000 Ibs.

It is practically impossible to use this detail with any
reasonable factor of safety unless the chords are made



It may be well to state at this time that usually it is

not possible to construct a joint so that the stress shall

be divided between two different lines of resistance. In

the joints designed care has been taken to make the

division of the stress such that, if the wood shears ahead

of the notch, the bolts can take the entire load with a

unit stress well within the elastic limit of the steel. The

washers, etc., will be over-stressed in the same propor-

tion as the bolts.

60. Design of Joint Lo. Plate Stirrup and Pin. Fig. 3 2 .

The method pursued in proportioning this type of joint

FIG. 32.

is the same as that followed in Art. 59. In this case the

stirrup takes the entire component of 34500 Ibs., the "-bolt

merely keeps the members in place. This detail has the
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objection of excessive bearing stresses for the pin against

the wood.

61. Design of Joint L . Steel Angle Block. Fig. 33.

This joint needs no explanation. Its strength depends upon
the two hooks and the shearing resistance in the bottom

chord. The diagonal I" bolt is introduced to hold the

block in its seat, and to reinforce the portion in direct com-

--U1K"

:z31300* f"
Cast iron angle 'block;'

8"x 8" ^ %'metal

FIG. 33.

pression. The top chord is kept in position by the top

plate, and a i "-round steel pin driven into the end and

passing through a hole in the block.

62. Design of Joint Lo. Cast-iron Angle Block. At the

right, in Fig. 33, is shown a cast-iron angle block made of

I" or i" metal. It is held in place by two f" bolts. The

top chord is held in position by a cast-iron lug in the center

of the block used to strengthen the portion of the block at

its right end.

In all angle block joints care must be taken to have



63. Design of Joint L .~special. it sometimes nappenb

that trusses must be introduced between walls and the

truss concealed upon the outside. In this case the bottom

chord rarely extends far beyond the point of intersec-

FIG. 34.

tion of the center lines of the two chords. The simplest

detail for this condition is a flat plate stirrup and a square

pin, as shown in Fig. 34. A pin 2f" square is required.

The ends are turned down to fit 2%" holes in the f"

plate, and, outside of the plate the diameter is reduced

for a small nut which holds as" plate washer in place.

This detail fulfils all the conditions for bending, bearing

shear, etc. If round pins are used, two will be required,

each z\" in diameter. These should be spaced about
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FIQ. 35-

&3'x8"Plank fillers

Fin. 36.



ing stresses.

64. Design of Joint LQ. Plank Members. Pig. 36

shows a connection which fulfils all of the conditions of

bearing, shear, bending, etc., excepting the bearing of

the round bolts against the wood. The bearing inten-

sities are about double those specified in Arts. 236 and 25.

65. Design of Joint LQ. Steel Plates and Bolts.

Fig. 37 shows the joint Lo composed of steel side plates,

steel bearing plates, and bolts. The stresses are trans-

mitted directly to the bearing plates against the end fibers

of the wood, from the bearing plates to the bolts and by

the bolts to the side plates. Assuming two bearing plates

on each side of the top chord, the thickness of each plate

will be 34500 -f- 7! X 1400 X 4 = 0.82 or I". If six bolts

are used the total bearing area for each bolt is id X |,

and if the allowable bearing intensity is 20000 Ibs., the

diameter of each bolt is 34500 -r 12 X f X 20000 = 0.17 in.

If the side plates are but TS" thick the diameter becomes

34500 -7-12 X f X 20000 = 0.23 in. The moment to be

resisted by each bolt is 1*5(34500 X 0.594) = 1708 in.-lbs.

According to Art. 31 this moment requires a bolt just a

little larger than "
diameter.. A i" bolt permits a

moment of 2450 in.-lbs., which greatly exceeds the above,

hence I" bolts will be used. The shearing value of six

bolts in double shear is about 72000 Ibs. As is usually

the case the bending values of the bolts govern the diam-
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eters. The net distance between the bearing plates is

34500 * 150 X ;| X 4 =
7-6 in., say, 8", to provide for

longitudinal shear of the wood.

The stress in the bottom, chord is not sufficiently different

from that in the top chord to change any of the dimensions,

so the same arrangement of plates and bolts will be used.

In this detail the entire reaction should be transmitted into

FIG. 37.

the side plates, the pin being placed as shown in Fig. 37.

The pin must fulfil the conditions of bearing, shear, and

bending.

66. Design of "Wall Bearing. In the designs of joint Lo

given above, 110 consideration has been made of the reaction

at the support. The vertical and horizontal components

of the reaction are shown on Plate I, 23500 Ibs. and 3700 Ibs.

respectively. The vertical component must be provided
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for in making the bearing area of the corbel sufficiently

large so that the allowable intensity for bearing across

the grain is not exceeded. In this case 23500 -=-350

= 67.1 n" is the minimum area required. If the corbel

or bolster is made of white oak only 47 n" are required.

The horizontal component will usually be amply provided

for by the friction between the corbel and the support,

but anchor bolts should always be used in important

structures. Whenever the stress in the bottom chord does

not equal the horizontal component of the stress in the

top chord then the difference between the two stresses

must be transferred to the corbel or bolster and then to

the support. In the above case 31300 28700 = 2600 Ibs.

is the excess stress to be transferred. The joints as

designed amply provide for this.

In all of the illustrations of the joint Lo the center

lines of the top and bottom chords are shown meeting

in a point over the center of the support. This is theo-

retically correct but owing to the change in shape of the

truss when fully loaded the top chord has a tendency to

produce bending in the bottom chord which can be counter-

balanced by placing the center of the support a little to

the right of the intersection of the center lines of the chords.

Usually the corbel will be sufficiently heavy to take care

of this moment, which cannot be exactly determined.

67. Design of Joint Ur As the rafter is continuous

by this joint it will be necessary to consider only the ver-

tical rod and the inclined brace.

Since the stress of the rod is comparatively small, the

standard size of cast-iron washer can be employed to trans-

fer it to the rafter. Two forms of angle washers are shown
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FIG. 38.

Fro. 39.
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in Figs. 38 and 40. In Figs. 39 a bent plate washer is shown

which answers very well if let into the wood or made suf-

ficiently heavy so that the stress in the rod cannot change

the angles of the bends.

Where the inclined member is so nearly at right angles

with the top chord as in this case, a square bearing, as

shown in Fig. 40, is all that is required if there is sufficient

FIG. 40.

bearing area. In this case there are 30.25 D", which has a

safe bearing value of 30.25 X 350 = 10600 Ibs., which is

not sufficient.

Fig. 38 shows a method of increasing the bearing area

by means of a wrought plate, and Fig. 39 the same end

reached with a cast-iron block. In all cases the strut

should be secured in place either by dowels, pins or other

device.
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68. Design of Joint C/i. The disposition of the }" rod

is evident from the Figs. 41, 42, and 43 :

FIG. 42.
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Fig. 41 shows the almost universal method employed

by carpenters in framing inclined braces, only they seldom

take care that the center lines of all pieces meet in a point

as they should.

If the thrust 9100 Ibs. be resolved into two com-

ponents respectively normal to the dotted ends, it is

found that a notch if" deep is entirely inadequate to

take care of the component parallel to the rafter. The

cut should be made vertical and 2Jf" deep. The com-

FIG. 43.

ponent nearly normal to the rafter is safely carried by

about 22 D".

Figs. 42 and 43 show the application of angle-

blocks, which really make much better connections,

though somewhat more expensive, than the detail first

described.

69. Design of Joint L%. Fig. 44 shows the ordinary

method of connecting the pieces at this joint. The
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horizontal component of 9100 Ibs. is taken by a notch

deep and 3!" long.* The brace is fastened in2"

FIG. 44.

place by a f" lag-screw 8" long. The standard cast-

iron washer, $\" in diameter, gives sufficient bearing

3J4 dlam.

FlG. 45.

area against the bottom, chord for the stress in the

vertical rod.

Fig. 45 shows a wooden angle-block let into the bottom

chord if". The dotted tenon on the brace need not be

* The permissible bearing against a vertical cut on the brace is 760 Ibs.

per square inch which requires a notch 2f X3|. If the cut bisects the angle
between the brace and bottom chord the notch required is 2"X3f".
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over 2" thick to hold the brace in position. The principal

objection to the two details just described is that the end

bearing against the brace is not central, but at one side,

thereby lowering the safe load which the brace can carry.

Fig. 46 shows the application of a cast-iron angle-block.

The brace is cut at the end so that an area 3!" X4" trans-

^*v 3J4"diam.

FIG. 46.

mits the stress to the angle-block. If the lugs on the bot-

tom of the block are ij" deep, the horizontal component

of the stress in the brace will be safely transmitted.

PIG. 47.

In Fig. 47 a f" bent plate is employed. This detail

requires a f
"
bolt passing through the brace and the bottom
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chord to
. make a solid connection. The use of the bolt

makes the end of the brace practically fixed, so that the

stress may be assumed to be transmitted along the axis or

center line.

70. Design of Joint L
3
and Hook Splice. A very com-

mon method of securing the two braces meeting at L
3

is

shown in Fig. 48, though they are rarely dapped into

the lower chord. This method does fairly well, excepting

FIG. 48.

when the wind blows and one brace has a much larger

stress than the other. In this case the stresses are not

balanced, and the struts are held in place by friction and

the stiffness of the top chord.

The washer for the ii" rod upset to i-|" must have an

area of ^\\^ =46 D'7

,
which is greater than the bearing

area of the standard cast-iron washer, so a "
plate, 6

// X8 //

,

will be used.

m
f^i
MI
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It is customary to splice the bottom chord at this joint

when a splice is necessary. The net area required is -W<Af =

20 n". The splice shown in Fig. 48 is one commonly used

in old trusses, and depends entirely upon the longitudinal

shear of the wood and the end bearing of the fibers.

The total end bearing required is Wo<r =
17 D", which

is obtained by two notches, each i\" deep as shown. The

total shearing area required is -Mil*
1 =158 D". Deduct-

ing bolt-holes, the area used is 2(7^- X 12) 2(3) = 174 n".

The three bolts used simply hold the pieces in place and

prevent the rotation of the hooks or tables.

Fig. 49
* shows a similar splice where metal keys are

used. The end-bearing area of the wood is the same as

3x8x44 long

%bolts

FIG. 49.

before, and the available area of the wood for longitudinal

shear is sufficient, as shown by the dimensions given. The

net area of the side pieces is 2(2 X 7!)
= 30 D", while

but 20 D" are actually required.

71. Design of Joint L3 and Fish-plate Splice of Wood.

In this case the braces are held in position by dowels

* The bearing across the grain of the wood is excessive when square

metal keys are used. This is due to the tendency of the keys to rotate.
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and a wooden angle-block. The details of the vertical rod

need no explanation, as they are the same as in Art. 70.

The splice is made up of two fish-plates of wood each

2 \" X 1\" X 46" long and four i|" bolts. The net area

of the fish-plates is 2(2^ X 7!)
-

2(2 X i|)
= 27.7 D",

while but 20 n" are required.

Each bolt resists in bending 2-3
-J-

QJL
(if + if) = 7400

FIG. 50.

inch-pounds, which is less than the safe value, or 8280

inch-pounds (Art. 31)

The total end bearing of the wood fibers is 2 (4 X 2 j X if)

= 27 D", and that required -^IH - = 28 n".

The longitudinal shearing area of the wood and the

transverse shearing area of the bolts are evidently in excess

of that required.

The nuts on the bolts may be considerably smaller than

the standard size, as they merely keep the pieces in place.

The cast-iron washer may be replaced by the small plate

rfr
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Washer, to make sure that no threeds are in the wood ;

otherwise washers are not needed. The bolts should have

a driving fit.

72. Design of Joint Ls
and Fish-plate Splice of Metal.

This detail, differing slightly from those previously given,

requires little additional explanation. A white-oak washer

FIG. 51.

has been introduced so that a smaller washer can be used

for the vertical rod.

Crist iron M metal'

FIG. 52.

A small cast-iron angle block replaces the wooden block

of the previous article. The splice is essentially the same.
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with metal fish-plates. Contrary to the usual practice,

plate washers have been used under the nuts. This is to

make certain that the fish-plates bear against the bolt

proper and not against threads. If recessed bridge-pin

nuts are used, the washers can be omitted.

Fig. 52 shows another metal fish-plate splice where

four bolts have been replaced by one pin i|
/x

in diameter.

PIG. 53.

Each casting
. has 8 lugs

I square x l"Jong

PIG. 54.

The bearing plate reduces the bending moment in the

pin and increases the bearing against the wood. The

struts bear against a cast-iron angle-block, with a "
pipe

"
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for the vertical rod, which, transmits its stress directly to

the block. Two pins in the center of the block keep the

bottom chord in position laterally.

73. Metal Splices: for Tension Members of Wood.

Figs. 53 and 54 show two types of metal splices which have

the great advantage over all the splices described above in

that they can be adjusted. The detail shown in Fig. 53

has one serious fault. The tension in the rods tends to

rotate the angles and thereby produces excessive bearing

stresses across the grain of the wood. The castings in

Fig. 54 usually have round lugs, but square lugs are much

more efficient.

A very old and excellent form of splice is shown in

Fig. 540.*

74. General Remarks Concerning Splices. There are

a large number of splices in common use which have not

been considered, for the reason that most of them are

faulty in design and usually very weak. In fact certain

scarf-splices are almost useless, and without doubt the

* See Manual for Railroad Engineers, by George L. Vose, 1872.
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truss is only prevented from failing by the stiffness of its

supports.

75. Design of Joint Z73 . The design of this joint is

clearly shown in Figs. 55-58. No further explanation

seems necessary.

Cast Iron

FIG. 57.

FIG. 58.

76. The Attachment of Purlins. The details shown

(Figs. 59-63) are self-explanatory. In all cases the adja-

cent purlins should be tied together by straps as shown.

This precaution may save serious damage during erection,

if at no other time.
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The patent hangers shown in Figs. 64, 65, 66, and 67

can be employed to advantage when the purlins are

placed between the top chords of the trusses.

FIG. 59.

FIG. 6 .

77. The Complete Design.* Plate I shows a complete

design for the roof-truss, with stress diagrams and bills of

* The dimensions and quantities shown on Plates I and II are based

on timber which is full size. The purlins should be 10" X 10" instead of

6" X 10".
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material. The weight is about 100 Ibs. less than that

assumed. In dimensioning the drawing a sufficient

FIG. 62,

number of dimensions should be given to enable the

carpenter to lay off every piece, notch, bolt hole, etc.,

without scaling from the drawing. To provide for settle-

ment or sagging due to shrinkage and the seating of the
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various pieces when the loading comes upon the new truss,

the top chord is made sowewhat longer than its com-

puted length. From f" to f" for each 10' in length will

be sufficient in most cases. A truss so constructed is said

to be cambered.

TicSSEJl. 4-12d spikes in each end

FIG. 63.

FIG. 64. FIG. 65. FIG. 66. FIG. 67.

In computing the weights of the steel rods they have

been assumed to be of uniform diameter from end to end,

and increased in length an amount sufficient to provide

metal for the upsets. See Table VII.

The lengths of small bolts with heads should be given

from under the head to the end of the bolt, and the only

fraction of an inch used should be .

Plate II shows another arrangement of the web brac-

ing which has some advantages. The compression mem-

bers are shorter, and consequently can be made lighter.

The bottom chord at the centre has a much smaller stress,
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permitting the use of a cheap splice. On account of the

increase of metal the truss is not quite as economical as

that shown on Plate I. For very heavy trusses of mod-

erate span the second design with the dotted diagonal is

to be preferred.

I.*"

'I,



CHAPTER VI.

DESIGN OF A STEEL ROOF-TRUSS.

78. Data. Let the loading and arrangement of the

various parts of the roof be the same as in Chapter V,

and simply replace the wooden truss by a steel truss of the

shape shown on Plate III. Since there is but little dif-

ference between the weights of wooden and steel trusses of

the same strength, the stresses may be taken as found in

Chapter V and given on Plate III.

79. Allowable Stresses per Square Inch.

SOFT STEEL.

Tension with the grain Art. 35, 16000 Ibs.

Bearing for rivets and bolts Art. 24, 20000 Ibs.

Transverse stress extreme fiber stress. Art. 30, 16000 Ibs.

Shearing across the grain Art. 32, 10000 Ibs.

Extreme fiber stress in bending (pins).. Art. 31, 25000 Ibs.

For compression use table, page 28, with a factor of

safety of 4. Compare with safe values on p. 173.
80. Sizes of Compression Members.

Piece L^Ur Stress = +34500 Ibs.

The ordinary shape of the cross-section of compression
members in steel is shown on Plate III. Two angles are

placed back to back and separated by
"

or f' to admit
gusset-plates, by means of which all members are connected
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at the apexes. Generally it is more economical to employ

unequal leg angles with the longer legs back to back.

Let the gusset-plates be assumed "
thick, then from

Table XIII the least radii of gyration of angles placed as

explained above can be taken.

Try two 3 i" X 2 A" X angles . From Table XIII the least

radius of gyration (r) is 1.09. The unsupported length of

L 12
the piece L U. in feet is 12, and hence - = = 1 1 .o. Fromr o i /

r 1.09

Art. 22, P = 30324 Ibs. for square-ended columns when

-=n.o. 30324-^4 = 7581 Ibs. = the allowable stress per

square inch. -ysVi' = 4-55 number of square inches re-

quired. The two angles assumed have a total area of

2.88 square inches, hence another trial must be made. An

inspection of Table XIII shows that i .09 is also the least

radius of gyration for a pair of 3 {?" X 2\" X \" angles placed

|" apart, as shown; hence if any pair of 3^" X 2%" angles

up to this size gives sufficient area, the pair will safely

carry the load.

Two 3^" X 2 1* X TV angles have an area of 2X2.43 =4.86

square inches.

Angles with zk" legs do not have as much bearing fqr

purlins as those with longer legs, and sometimes are not as

economical. In this case, two 4" X 3" X &" angles having an

area of 4.18 square inches will safely carry 34500 Ibs.,

making a better and more economical combination than

that tried above. This combination will be used.

Thus far it has been assumed that the two angles act

as one piece. Evidently this cannot be the case unless

they are firmly connected. The least radius of gyration

of a single angle is about a diagonal axis as shown in
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Table XII, and for a 4" X 3" X iV angle its value is 0.65.

If the -unsupported length of a single angle is /, then in

order that the single angle shall have the same strength

/ , L
as the combination above. 7- must equal

- =
0.4. or

'

0.65
^

1.27
y ^'

I 6'. i. Practice makes this length not more than f (6.1),

or about 4 feet. Hence the angles will be rigidly con-

nected by rivets every 4 feet.

Pieces Uj and UU.23 .

Owing to the slight differences in the stresses of the

top chords the entire chord is composed of the same com-

bination, or two 4"X3"XfV" angles, having an area of 4.18

square inches.

Piece /9L,. Stress =+ 10100.2-^2

Although it is common practice to employ but one

angle where the web stress is small, yet it is better prac-

tice to use two in order that the stress may not be trans-

mitted to one side of the gusset-plate.

The unsupported length of this piece is 13 '.3. The

least radius of gyration of two 2i"X2"Xi" angles is 0.94.

/ T 2 *2 SOQOO
_ _ ~AP. = 1 >j.o and, from Art. 22, P=about 20900.
r o.'jo 4

. ,
10100

-5225 =the allowable stress per square men. "=1.93
D

square inches required.

Two 2i"X2 // Xi //

angles have an area of 2.12 square

inches, and hence are safe according to the strut formula.

For stiffness no compression member should have a dimen-

sion less than -gV of its length.

TO O \/ "f O-^ =3
//

-2, or the long legs of the angles should
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be 3
//

.2, and the sum of the short legs not less than this

amount. Hence two 3i"X2"Xi" angles, having an area

of 2.88 square inches, must be used. Tie-rivets will be

used once in about every four feet.

Piece LJJl
will be the same as L.

2
U

2
.

Piece t^L-j. Stress =+9100 Ibs.

Two 3" X 2%" X i" angles = 2.62 square inches can

evidently be used, as the dimensions and stresses are slightly

less than for f/2L,.

The least radius of gyration of a single 3" X <2\" X \
ff

angle is 0.53, hence they must be riveted together every

1(0.53) (i 2 - )
^

A- 2 4 feet. Note that 2%" legs can be used

here, as they will receive no rivets, while in the top chord

both angle legs will receive rivets as shown on Plate III.

81. Sizes of Tension Members.

Piece L L
2

. Stress = 31300 Ibs.

The net area required is ff-^--
= 1.96 square inches.

The same general form of section is used for tension members

as for compression members. In the compression members

the rivets were assumed to fill the holes and transmit the

stresses from one side of the holes to the other. In ten-

sion members this assumption cannot be made, for the

fibers are cut off by the rivet-hole, and consequently

cannot transmit any tensile stress across the rivet-holes.

This being the case, the two angles employed for tension

members must have an area over and above the net area

required equal to the area cut out or injured by the rivet-

holes. In calculating the reduction of area for rivet-

holes, they are assumed to be "
larger than the diameter
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of the rivet. For a f
"

rivet the diameter of the hole is

taken as I". See Table IV.

For this truss let all rivets be f-". For a trial let the

piece in hand (L L 2 )
be made up of two 3

/;

X2i-"Xi" angles

having an area of 2.62 square inches. As shown by the

arrangement of rivets on Plate III, but one rivet-hole in one

leg of each angle must be deducted in getting the net area.

One y rivet-hole reduces the area of two angles 2 (f X i)
=

0.44 square inch, and hence the net area of two 3" X 2$"X"
angles is 2.62 0.44 = 2.18 square inches, which is a little

greater than that required, and consequently can be safely

used.

Piece L2
U

a
. Stress = 17000 Ibs.

HinHr^ 1 - ^ square inches net section required.

Two 2^" X 2" X i" angles = 2. 1 2 square inches.

2.12 0.44 = 1.68 square inches net section. As this

is greater than the area required, and also the smallest

standard angle with i" metal which can be conveniently

used with f
"
rivets, it will be employed.

Piece L3Ua
. Stress = 16,300 Ibs.

Use two 2|"X2"Xi" angles having a gross area of 2.12

square inches and a net area of 1.68 square inches.

82. Design of Joint LQ ,
Plate III. The piece L [7j

must transfer a stress of 34500 Ibs. to the gusset through a

number of
f-" rivets. These rivets may fail in two ways.

They may shear off or crush. If they shear off, two sur-

faces must be sheared, and hence they are said to be in

double shear. From Art. 32, a f" rivet in double shear

will safely carry 8836, and hence in this case

the number of rivets required.
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The smallest bearing against the rivets is the f
"
gusset-

plate. From Art. 24, the safe bearing value in a f" plate is

5625 Ibs., showing that seven rivets must be employed to

make the connection safe in bearing.

It is seen that as long as the angles are at least i" thick,

the gussets f
"

thick, and the rivets |-" in diameter the

required number of rivets in any member equals the stress

divided by the bearing value of a f-" rivet in a f
"

plate, or

5625-

The piece L L
2 requires -Vc'VV"

^ 6 rivets.

The rivets are assumed to be free from bending, as the

rivet-heads clamp the pieces together firmly.

The location of the rivet lines depends almost entirely

upon practical considerations. The customary locations

are given in Table III.

83. Design of Joint U^ The number of rivets required

in L^Ui
is

?,-
3 ^ =2 rivets. The best practice uses at least

three rivets, but the use of two is common. As the top chord

is continuous, evidently the same number is required in it.

Joint U2
will require the same treatment.

84. Design of Joint L2 .

L L
2 requires 6 rivets as in Art. 82.

LJJ^ requires 2 rivets as in Art. 83.

L
2
U2 requires 2 rivets as in Art. 83.

L
2
U

a requires Vt/VV1
=

-4
rivets.

L
2
L

2

'

requires -VaW' = 3 rivets,

but the connection of L^Li' will probably be made in the

field, that is, will not be made in the shop but at the

building, so the number of rivets should be increased

25 per cent. Therefore 4 rivets will bo -rfr"-v-l f-r.
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85. Design of Joint Uy

U2U3 requires 7 rivets as in Art. 82.

L
2
U

Z requires 4 rivets as in Art. 83.

If field-rivets are used, these numbers become 9 and 5

respectively.

86. Splices. As shown on Plate III the bottom chord

angles have been connected to the gusset-plate at joint Lz

in the manner followed at the other joints with the addition

of a plate connecting the horizontal legs of the angles.

Although this connection is almost universally used, yet

it is much better practice to extend L\Li beyond the gusset-

plate and then splice the angles by means of a plate

between the vertical legs of the angles and a horizontal

plate on the under side of the horizontal legs of the angles.

See paragraph 38, page 168.

87. End Supports. In designing joint L only enough
rivets were placed in the bottom chord to transmit its stress

to the gusset-plate. Usually a plate not less than i" thick

is riveted under the bottom-chord angles to act as a bearing

plate upon the support. The entire reaction must pass

through this plate and be transmitted to the gusset-plate

by means of the bottom-chord angles, unless the gusset has

a good bearing upon the plate. This is not the usual con-

dition and is not economical. The reaction is about 24000

Ibs. (Art. 65). -YsVir
=

5
= the number of f" rivets required

for this purpose alone. The total number of rivets in the

bottom angles is 5 + 6 = u rivets. The number of rivets

found by this method is in excess of the number theo-

retically required. The exact number is governed by the

resultant of the reaction and the stress in LoLi.
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The bearing plate should be large enough to distribute

the load over the material upon which it bears, and to

admit two anchor-bolts outside the horizontal legs of the

bottom angles.

88. Expansion. Expansion of trusses having spans less

than 75 feet may be provided for by letting the bearing

plate slide upon a similar plate anchored to the supports,

the anchor-bolts extending through the upper plates in

slotted holes. See Plate III.

Trusses having spans greater than 7 5 feet should be pro-

vided with rollers at one end.

In steel buildings the trusses are usually riveted to the

tops of columns and no special provision made for ex-

pansion.

89. Frame Lines and Rivet Lines. Strictly, the rivet

lines and the frame lines used in determining the stresses

should coincide with the line connecting the centers of

gravity of the cross-sections of the members. This is not

practicable, so the rivet lines and frame lines are made to

coincide.

90. Drawings. Plate III has been designed to show

various details and methods of connecting the several parts

of the truss and the roof members. A great many other

forms of connections, purlins, roof coverings, etc., are in

use, but all can be designed by the methods given above.

Plate III contains all data necessary for the making of an

estimate of cost, and is quite complete enough for the con-

tractor to make dimensioned shop drawings from. These

drawings are best made by the parties who build the truss,

as their draughtsmen are familiar with the machinery and

templets which will be used.
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91. Connections for Angles. In designing the connec-

tions of the angles, but one leg of the angle has been riveted

to the gusset-plate. From a series of experiments made

by Prof. F. P. McKibben (Engineering News, July 5, 1906,

and August 22, 1907) it appears that this connection

has an efficiency of about 76 per cent based upon the net

area of the angle. If short lug or hitch angles are used

to connect the outstanding leg to the gusset-plate the

efficiency is raised but about 10 per cent. The use of

lug angles is not economical unless considerable saving

can be made in the size of the gusset-plate. While the

ordinary connection has an efficiency of but 76 per cent

yet members and connections designed by this method

are perfectly safe for structures of the class being con-

sidered, since the stress per square inch is less than 22000

pounds. The above statements have particular reference

to members in tension but are probably true for com-

pression members as well, as far as efficiency is concerned.

92. Purlins. When I beams or channels are used for

purlins their design offers no difficulties. The loads are

resolved respectively into components parallel and normal

to the webs of the purlins and then the method explained

in Art. 30 will determine the extreme fiber stress for the

section assumed. If this exceeds or differs greatly from

the allowable fiber stress, a new trial must be made.

Although Art. 30 explains the method to be followed

in designing purlins consisting of angles, and an example

given to illustrate the method, yet it may be well to give

a second example here where the loading is in two planes.

From Art. 50. The moments at the center of the

purlin are given for components of the loads respectively
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normal and parallel to the rafter. Let these two moments

be resisted by a 6" X 4" X if" angle placed as shown

in Fig. 68. Table XII gives the location of the axes i-i,

FIG. 68.

2-2, 3-3, and 4-4, the axes 3-3 and 4-4 being the

principal axes. Since the sum of the moments of inertia

about any pair of rectangular axes is constant, Ii_i + Iz-2

= Ia-3 + ^4-4- JTi-i and Iz-z are given in Table XII,
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Js-s = Ar2
,
where A and r can be found from the table.

Then I4-4 = /i-i + 12-2 - /s-3 =
35-3 8

-
5-S 1 = 29.87.

From a scale drawing or by computation the distances

from the principal axes to the points a, b, c, etc., are readily

found. The two moments are resolved into components

parallel to the principal axes, shown in Fig. 68. The

resultant moment parallel to the axis 3-3 is 109000 in.-lbs.

and that parallel to 4-4 is nooo in.-lbs. These moments

produce compression at a and b, tension at e, and tension

and compression at c and d. Inspection indicates that

the maximum fiber stress will be at a or b.

For the point a,

. IOQOOO

- 17000=
Tsi^

1 ' 25 = 25 '

nence

/4 -T-/3
= I3S0 + 2500 = 16000 Ibs.,

which is the fiber stress at a. The fiber stress at b is

15600 Ibs. The permissible fiber stress is 16000 Ibs.,

hence the next heavier angle must be used unless the

weight of the purlin is neglected.

Since the moments of inertia of the angles given in

Table XII are based upon angles without fillets and rounded

corners, the points a and b have been taken as shown in

Fig. 68. The distances to the axes shown are values

scaled from a full size drawing and are sufficiently accurate

for all practical purposes.

As stated in Art. 50, the planes of the loads are assumed

to pass through the longitudinal gravity line of the angle.
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As the rafters are usually placed on top of the purlin,

there is a twisting moment which has not been considered.

93. End Cuts of Angles, Shape of Gusset-plates

Dimensions, etc. In general, it is economical to cut all

angles at right angles to their length. Gusset-plates

should have as few cuts as possible and in no case, where

avoidable, should re-entrant cuts be made. Any frame-

work which can be included in a rectangle having one side

not exceeding 10 feet can be shipped by rail. This permits

the riveting up of small trusses in the shop, thereby avoid-

ing field riveting. Large trusses can be separated into

parts which can be shipped, leaving but a few joints to be

made in the field.
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TABLE I.

WEIGHTS OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES.

WOODS (SEASONED).

in I b, pft
per Cu. Foot. Board Measure.

Ash, American, white ................... 38 3 *7

Cherry .................... '. ............ 42 3 5<>

Chestnut ............................... 41 3-42

Elm .................................. 35 2.96

Hemlock ............................... 25 2 .08

Hickory ............................... 53 4-42

Mahogany, Spanish ..................... 53 4-42
" Honduras ................... 35 .

2 . 96

Maple.............. . ................... 49 4-o8

Oak, live .............................. 59 4-92
" white ............................. 52 4-33

Pine, white ............................. 25 2 . 08
"

yellow, northern. ................... 34 2 . 83
" " southern................... 45 3-75

Spruce ................................ 25 2 . 08

Sycamore............................... 37 3 08

Walnut, black.......................... 38 3.17

'Green timbers usually weigh from one-fifth to one-half more than dry.

MASONKY.

Weight in Lbs.
Name. per Cubic Foot.

Brick-work, pressed brick........................... 140
"

ordinary.............
'

.................. 112

Granite or limestone, well dressed................... 165
" " mortar rubble................... 154
" "

dry ............................ 138

Sandstone, well dressed............................. 144

109
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BBICK AND STONE.

v Weight in Lbs.Name -

per Cubic Foot.

Brick, best pressed 150
"

common, hard 125
"

soft, inferior 100

Cement, hydraulic loose, Rosendale 56
" " "

Louisville 50
" " "

English Portland 90

Granite 170

Limestones and marbles 168
" " "

in small pieces 96

Quartz, common 165

Sandstones, building 151

Shales, red or black 162

Slate 175

METALS.

x, Weig-ht in Lbs. Weight in Lbs. perName '

per Cubic Ft. Square Ft., i" thick

Brass (copper and zinc), cast 504 42 . oo
"

rolled 524 43-66

Copper, cast 542 45 . 17
"

rolled 548 45 -66

Iron, cast 450 37 . 50
"

wrought, purest 485 40 . 42
" "

average 480 40 . oo

Lead 711 59.27

Steel 490 40 . 83

Tin, cast 459 38 . 23

Zinc 437 36 . 42
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TABLE II.

WEIGHTS OF ROOF COVERINGS.

CORRUGATED IRON (BLACK).

Weight of corrugated iron required for one square of roof, allowing six inches

lap in length and two and one-half inches in width of sheet.

(Keystone.)

The above table is calculated for sheets 30^ inches wide before corrugating.
Purtins should not be placed over 6' apart.

(Phcenix.)

11 J

The above table is calculated for the ordinary size of sheet, which is from 2 to 2} feet wide
and from 6 to 8 feet long, allowing 4 inches lap in length and 2} inches in width of sheet.

The galvanizing of sheet iron adds about one-third of a pound to its weight per square
foot.
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TABLE II Continued.

TINE SHINGLES.

The number and weight of pine shingles required to cover one square of

roof.

SKYLIGHT GLASS.

The weights of various sizes and thicknesses of fluted or rough plate-glass

required for one square of roof.

In the above table no allowance is made for lap.

If ordinary window-glass is used, single-thick glass (about -j

1
/') "will weigh

about 82 pounds per square, and double-thick glass (about ") will weigh
about 164 pounds per square, no allowance being made for lap.
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TABLE II Continued.

SLATE.

The number and superficial area of slate required for one square of roof.

As slate is usually laid, \he number of square feet of roof covered by one slate can be ob-

tained from the following: formula:

Width X (length - 3 inches)
Q fet Q{ foof

The weight of slate of various lengths and thicknesses required for one

equare of roof.

Weight in pounds, per square, for the thickness.

The weights given above are based on the number of slate required for one square of roof,

taking the weight of a cubic foot of slate at 175 pounds.

THE HUNT LIBRARY

GAKHEG1E INSTITUTE OF TEGHMOL0II
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TABLTC II Continued.

Terra-colta,

Porous terra-cotta roofing 3" thick weighs 16 pounds per square foot and

2" thick, 12 pounds per square foot.

Ceiling made of the same material 2" thick weighs 11 pounds per square

foot.

Tiles.

Flat tiles 6i"XlOi"X|" weigh from 1480 to 1850 pounds per square of

roof, the lap being one-half the length of the tile.

Tiles with grooves and fillets weigh from 740 to 925 pounds per square of

Pan-tiles 14fc"X 10i" laid 10" to the weather weigh 850 pounds per square

of roof.

Tin.

The usual sizes for roofing tin are 14"X20" and 20"X28". Without

allowing anything for lap or waste, tin roofing weighs from 50 to 62 pounds

per square.
Tin on the roof weighs from 62 to 75 pounds per square.

For preliminary estimates the weights of various roof coverings may be

taken as tabulated below:

Weight in Lbs. per
Name. Square of Roof,

Cast-iron plates (f" thick) 1500

Copper
'

80 -125
Felt and asphalt

io
Felt and gravel

800-1000

Iron, corrugated I0 - 375

Iron, galvanized fiat 100- 350

Lath and plaster 900-1000

Sheathing, pine 1" thick yellow, northern 300
" " "

-
" southern 400

Spruce 1" thick 200

Sheathing, chestnut or maplo. 1" thick 4
"

ash, hickory or oak, I" thick 5

Sheet iron (^" thick) 300
" " " and laths , 5

Shingles, pine
20

Slates (
f
thick) 9<*>

Skylights (glass A" to \" thick) 250- 700

Sheet lead 5oo- 800

Thatch 650

Tin 70- 125

Tiles, flat 1500-2000
"

(grooves and fillets) 700-1000
"

pan
I00

" with mortar 2000-3000
Zinc I0 - 20
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TABLE III.

STANDARD SPACING OF RIVET AND BOLT HOLES IK ANGLES
AND IN FLANGES AND CONNECTION ANGLES OF CHANNELS.
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TABLE III Continued.

MAXIMUM SIZE OF RIVETS IN BEAMS, CHANNELS, AND
ANGLES.

RIVET SPACING.

All dimensions in inches.
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TABLE IT.

RIVETS.

117

Tables of Areas in Square Inches, to be deducted from Riveted Plates or Shapes
in /07i//fiVi A^/a/ A A.,,*-.Obtain Net Areas.

I I t

* Size of hole = diameter of rivet +
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TABLE Y.

WEIGHTS OF ROUND-HEADED RIVETS AND ROUND-HEADED
BOLTS WITHOUT NUTS PER 100.

Wrought Iron.

Basis: 1 cubic foot iron =480 pounds. For steel add 2%.

Height of rivet head = W diameter of rivet.
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TABLE VI.

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF BOLT HEADS.

Manufacturers' Standard Sizes

Basis: Hoopes & Townsend's List.

119

Approximate rules for dimensions of finished nuts and heads for bolts

(square and hexagon)
Short diameter of nut = li diameter of bolt;

Thickness of nut = l diameter of bolt:

Short diameter of hcad= l^ diameter of bolt;
Thickness of head= l diameter of bolt;

Long diameter of square nut or head =2. 12 diameter of bolt;
" " "

hexagon nut or head = 1 . 73 diameter of of bolt,
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TABLE Y.

WEIGHTS OF ROUND-HEADED RIVETS AND ROUND-HEADED
BOLTS WITHOUT NUTS PER 100.

Wrought Iron.

Basis: 1 cubic foot iron =480 pounds. For steel add 2%.

Height ot" rivet head = fn
- diameter of rivet.
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TABLE YI.

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF BOLT HEADS.

Manufacturers' Standard Sizes

Basis: Hoopes & Townsend's List.

119

Approximate rules for dimensions of finished nuts and heads for bolts

(square and hexagon)
Short diameter of nut = It diameter of bolt;
Thickness of nut = l diameter of bolt;
Short diameter of hcad = l diameter of bolt;
Thickness of head = l diameter of bolt;

Long diameter of square nut or head =2.12 diameter of bolt;" " "
hexagon nut or head = 1.73 diameter of of bolt.





Dimensions of Nuts from Edge Moor Bridge Works' Standard.













Column 9 contains the least radii of gyration for two angles back to back

for all thicknesses of gusset plates.



PROPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES

-^



Column 9 contains the least radii of gyration for two angles with short

legs, back to back for all thicknesses of gusset plates.
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TABLE XII Continued.

PROPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES.
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TABLE XII Continued.

PROPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES.

Column 9 contains the least radii of gyration for two angles with short legs

back to back for all ih idlenesses of gusset-plates.
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TABLE XII Continued.

PROPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES.
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TABLE XII Continued.

PBOPERTIES OF STANDARD ANGLES.

Column 9 contains the least radii of gyration for two angles with short legs
back to back for all thicknesses of gusset-plates.
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TABLE XIII.

LEAST RADII OF GYRATION FOR TWO ANGLES WITH UNEQUAL
LEGS, LONG LEGS BACK TO BACK.
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TABLE XIT.
PROPERTIES OF T BARS.

Equal Legs.

Unequal Legs.
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TABLE XIV Continued.

PROPERTIES OF T BARS.

Equal Legs (Continued).

Unequal Legs (Continued).
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TABLE XV.

STANDARD SIZES OF YELLOW PINE LUMBER AND
CORRESPONDING AREAS AND SECTION MODULI.*

*
Compiled from "A Manual of Standard Wood Construction," published

by The Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association, St. Louis, Mo.
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TABLE XV Continued.
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TABLE XVII.

CAST-IRON WASHERS.

For sizes not given D =
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TABLE XVIII.

SAFE SHEARING AND TENSILE STRENGTH OF BOLTS.





APPENDIX.

i. Length of Keys, Spacing of Notches and Spacing of
Bolts. Let p = the end bearing intensity, q = the bear-
ing intensity across the grain, and 5 = the intensity in

PIG. i.

longitudinal shear for the key. Then the length of the

key is l=-d
t when end bearing and longitudinal shear

are considered. As the key tends to rotate under the
moment pd2

, cross bearing stresses are produced and the
maximum intensity must

not__exceed q. The length of

the key based on q is I =
d\jf. This value of I is less

than that found above for wooden keys, hence their length
is controlled by end bearing and longitudinal shear inten-
sities. Evidently square metal keys produce excessive

143
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cross bearing intensities and should only be used when p
is taken as \q. For given values of p and q the proper

length of metal keys is found from the second formula

given above.

Unless the pieces A and B are securely bolted together

the rotation of the key will separate them. The rotating

moment is fQl = pd
2

.

I

where I = the length of the key.

This value of Q assumes the dimension normal to the

page as unity. If the piece B is assumed to be fixed, then

a bolt at C passing through A, the key, and B will have

a tensile stress of ^- b, where b is the width of the
2 I

pieces and the key. The stress in the bolt for any other.

position is uncertain, but probably it will not be greatly

in excess of the stress given by the above formula if placed

anywhere in the key.

PIG. i a.

For notches, as shown in Fig. ia, the spacing is con-

trolled by end bearing and longitudinal shear intensities and
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The spacing of round bolts is somewhat difficult to

determine accurately, owing to the splitting action. If

this is neglected the spacing may be considered as depend-

d = dlam of bolt

o

PIG. 16.

ing upon the end bearing and longitudinal shear inten-

sities for the wood. If p' is the end bearing intensity, then

I d.
2 S

As a matter of precaution the diameter of the bolt should

be added to this length except at the end of the piece,

where one-half the diameter may be added. Approx-

imately, the spacing of bolts may be taken as four and

one-half diameters of the bolts for hard woods and five

times the diameters for soft woods.

2. Plate Washers and Metal Hooks for Trusses of Wood.

Where a number of bolts are necessary, it is usually more
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economical to use a single plate to transfer the stresses in

the bolts to the wood than to use single cast-iron washers,

-Si-

since the use of washers necessitates a wider spacing of

bolts.

As a close approximation we may assume that the plate

will have a tendency to bend along the dotted lines, and

that the load producing this is the bearing value of the

wood against which the plate bears.

If B is the safe bearing value for the wood and R the

modulus of safe strength for the metal in bending, then

or

From which /, I

Assuming R<= 16,000 and the values of B as given in

Table XVI, we obtain the following:

White Oak =
3.26*

White Pine l = $.T.6t

Long-leaf Southern Tine / = 3-9*
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Douglas, Oregon, and Yellow Fir I = s.i6t

Northern or Short-leaf Yellow Pine l= 4.62t

Spruce and Eastern Fir / =5.162

Where plates are bent at right angles, forming a hook

bearing against the end fibers of wood, the efficient depth

of the notch will obtain when the total safe bearing upon

the end fibers of the wood and the safe fiber stress in the

metal plate are reached at the same time. Then, if 16,000

is the safe fiber stress for steel and B the safe end bearing

for wood as given in Table XVI, the efficient depth of the

notch can be found from the formula

'38-

The values of d are given below for different woods :

White Oak d=>i.g$t

White Pine d = 2.2ot

Long-leaf Southern Pine d = 1.95*

Douglas, Oregon, and Yellow Fir d = 2.1 it

Northern or Short-leaf Yellow Pine .... d = z.2ot

Spruce and Eastern. Fir d = 2.iit

Since in bending a plate the inside of the bend will be

an arc of a circle having a radius of about %t, the depth
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of the notch should be increased this amount, but the

efficiency should be based upon the values of d given above.

3. A Graphical Solution of the Knee-brace Problem.

(First published in Railroad Gazette, May 18, 1906.) The

actual stresses in knee-braces between columns and roof-

trusses will probably never be known exactly, as there are

FIG. 3.

so many variable factors entering the question. In the

usual construction, where columns are bolted to masonry

pedestals at the bottom, either riveted or bolted to the

trusses at the top, and with the knee-braces riveted at

both ends, the degree to which these connections may be

considered fixed is a question leading to many arguments

and differences of opinion. It is not proposed to enter

into this question at all, but to show how the stresses in

all the members of the framework can be found graphically

under a given assumption.

Assume, for example, that the bottom of the columns

are sufficiently fixed, so that the point of zero moment is
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midway between the bottom, -and the attachment of the

knee-braces, and that the top attachments and those of

the knee-braces to the columns such that they may be con-

sidered as pin-connections. Taking the truss and loading

shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that the external forces must

be in equilibrium, and, unless the points M and N are un-

like in some particular, the reactions at these points will

be parallel to the resultant of the given forces and the sum

of the two reactions equal this resultant in magnitude.

This is shown by HE, Fig. 33, which represents the direc-

-

-7F

tion and magnitude of the resultant of the given forces.

Assume a convenient point as a pole, and construct an

equilibrium polygon in the usual manner, and draw the

string S
, dividing HE into two parts at L. HL=R/ =

the reaction at M, and LE =R2

f =the reaction at N. These

reactions are correct in direction and magnitude, unless

some condition is imposed to change them.
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If there are no bending moments at M and N and these

points are prevented from moving vertically, the vertical

components of the reactions must remain constant t even

in the extreme case where M may be assumed as a pin

and N as resting on rollers.

Any assumption may be made as to the horizontal reac-

tions at these points, as long as their sum equals the hori-

zontal component of HE, Fig. 30,. It is customary to

assume these reactions as equal. If this is the case, then

the reaction at M is HL' and that at N, L'E, as shown

in Fig. 3d.

The next step is to find the effect of these reactions at

the points 0, Q, P, and R. The vertical components will

FIG. 36.

act as vertical reactions at and P. The horizontal com-

ponents will produce bending moments at and P, and,
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in effect, horizontal forces at 0, P, Q, and R. To determine

these forces, in Fig. 30, assume a pole vertically below E
and draw the strings 5t and 5 from the extremities of the

horizontal component as shown. Then, in Fig. 3, from N
draw Sx and S in the usual manner, and complete the equi-

librium polygon with S2 . In Fig. 33 draw ZF parallel to

52 of Fig. 3, then SF is the force at P, and FE the force

at R produced by the action of the horizontal reaction at N.

The forces at and Q are, of course, the same as found

at P and R respectively. With these forces determined,

the problem is solved in the usual manner, as shown in

Fig. 36.

4. Trusses wMcli may have Inclined Reactions. All

trusses change in span under different loads, owing to the

changes in length of the members under stress. Trusses

with straight bottom chords do not change sufficiently to

create any considerable horizontal thrust, but those hav-

ing broken bottom chords, like the scissors-truss, often,

when improperly designed, push their supports outward.

This can be obviated by permitting one end of the truss

to slide upon its support until fully loaded with the dead

load, then the only horizontal thrust to be taken by the

supports will be that due to wind and snow loads. Of

course the horizontal component of the wind must be

resisted by the supports in any case. A better way of

providing for the horizontal thrust produced by vertical

loads is to design the truss so that the change in the

length of the span is so small that its effect may be

neglected. This requires larger truss members than are

sometimes used and care in making connections at the

joints.
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Let p =the stress per square inch in any member pro-

duced by a full load
;

u =the stress in any member produced by a load of

one pound acting at the left support and parallel

to the plane of the support, usually horizontal;

Z=the length center to center of any member

(inches) ;

.E=thc modulus of elasticity of the material com-

posing any member ;

D =the total change in span produced by a full load.

Then D
Ji'-p

.*

FIG. 4.

If 5= the stress or horizontal force necessary to make

D zero,

a =the area of any member in square inches,

D
S

'

aE

* Theory and Practice of Modern Framed Structures, Johnson, Bryan, Tur-

ncaurc (John Wiley & Sons, N. Y.). Roofs and Bridges, Merriman and Jacoby

(John Wiley & Sons, N. Y.).
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To illustrate the use of these formulas we will take a

simple scissors-truss having a span of 20 feet and a rise of

10 feet.

COMPUTATIONS FOR D AND S.

_ . 05062S
".00002562

Let all members except W be made of long-leaf Southern

pine 6"X6", and bb
f
consist of a i-inch round rod of steel

upset at the ends. The value of E for the wood is 1,000,000

and for the steel 30,000,000.

Computing D and 5, we find that the horizontal deflec-

tion is very small, being only about F\ inch, and the force

necessary to prevent this is about 2000 pounds.

In case the truss is arranged on the supports so that

the span remains constant, the supports must be designed

to resist a horizontal force of 2000 pounds. The actual

stresses in the truss members will be the algebraic sum of

the stresses produced by the vertical loads and the hori-

zontal thrust.

An inspection of the computations for D shows that
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the pieces aL and a'L contribute over one half the total

value of D. If the area of these pieces is increased to 64

square inches, the value of D is reduced about 25 per cent.

It is possible to design the truss so that the change of

span is very small by simply adjusting the sizes of the

truss, members, increasing considerably those members

whose distortion contributes much to the value of D.

The application of the above method to either wood
or steel trusses of the scissors type enables the designer

to avoid the quite common defect of leaning walls and

sagging roofs.

FIG 5.
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5. Tests of Joints in. Wooden Trusses. In 1897 a series

of tests was made at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology on full-sized joints. The results were published in

the Technology Quarterly of September, 1897, and re-

viewed by Mr. F. E. Kidder in the Engineering Record of

November 17, 1900.

The method of failure for three types of joints is shown

in Fig. 5.

6. Examples of Details Employed in Practice. The fol-

lowing illustrations have been selected from recent issues

of the Engineering News, the Engineering Record, and The

Railroad Gazette.

Fig. 6. A roundhouse roof-truss, showingthe connection

at the support with arrangement of brickwork, gutter,

down-spouts, etc. The purlins are carried by metal

stirrups hanging over the top chord of the truss.

Fig. 6a. Details of a Howe truss, showing angle-blocks

and top- and bottom-chord splices.

Fig. 66. A common form of roof-truss, showing detail

at support. The diagonals are let into the chords. The

purlins stand vertical and rest on top of the truss top

chord.

Fig. 6c. A comparatively large roof-truss of the Pratt

type of bracing, showing details of many joints. A large

number of special castings appear in this truss.

Fig. 6d. Howe truss details, showing connection to

wooden column, knee-brace bolster, cast-iron angle-block,

and brace-connection details.

Fig. 6e. Scissors-trusses, showing five forms in use,

and also three details which have been used by Mr. F. E.

Kidder.
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FIG. 6. Roundhouse Roof, Urbana Shops, Peoria and Eastern R.R.

Fig. 6/. A steel roof-truss, showing details. The pur-

lins are supported by shelf-angles on the gusset-plates ex-

tended. The principal members of the web system have

both legs of the angles attached to the gusset-plates.
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7'6-------- ------7
'

9 -_ ----- ----

Oak Packing
Olik Sl1"^ 7 x la"

, CHORD DETAILS, PLANING MILL ROOF TRUSS.

FIG. 6a. Canadian Pacific R.R., Montreal.

HALF SECTION O'F BLACK CMITH SHOP.
'

FIG. 66. Boston and Maine R.R., Concord, N. H.
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Outline of Main Truss of Forestry Building.

EKD ETEWrtON

FlG. 6c. Details of Truss Framing in Forestry Building,
Pan-American Exposition.

ig- 6g. A steel roof-truss with a heavy bottom chord.

The exceptional feature in this truss is the use of flats for

web tension members.



(td. Howe Truss, Horticultural Building, Pan-American Exposition.

l*Wbr

FIG. 6e. Scissors-trusses and Details Used by Mr. F. E. Kidder.
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FIG. 6/. Roof-truss of Power-house, Boston and Maine R.R., Concord, N. H.

FlG. 6g. Roof-truss, Peoria and Eastern R.R., Urbana.
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Fig. 6h. A light steel roof-truss, showing arrangement

-Stool

Leader -

FIG. 6/i. Power-house, New Orleans Naval Station.

IKi" Leader

Main Coluir

SECTION THROUGH EAVES

FIG. 6i. Pennsylvania Steel Company's New Bridge Plant.

of masonry, gutters, down-spout, etc. In this roof the

ptjrlins rest on the top chord of the truss, and any tipping
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or sliding is prevented by angle-clips and f-inch rods, as

shown.

Fig. 6i. Detail of connection of a steel roof-truss to a

steel column. The illustration also shows gutter, down-

spout; cornice, etc.

FIG. 6;'. Template Shop Roof-truss, Ambridge Plant of the American Bridge
Company.

Longitudinal Truss

2-6'jc 4"* }jf"l

J-P1.
"'^

FIG. 6k. General Electric Machine-shop, Lynn, Mass.

Figs. 6j and 6k. Details similar to those shown in

Fig. 6i, but for lighter trusses.
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7. Abstracts from General Specifications for Steel Roofs and

Buildings.

By CHARLES EVAN FOWLER, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

1. The structure shall be of the general out- Diagram,

line and dimensions shown on the attached dia-

gram, which gives the principal dimensions and

all the principal data. (2, 72.)

2. The sizes and sections of all members,

together with the strains which come upon them,

shall be marked in their proper places upon a

strain sheet, and submitted with proposal. (1,72.)

3. The height of the building shall mean the ~
u Ic cir&nccs*

distance from top of masonry to under side of

bottom chord of truss. The width and length of

building shall mean the extreme distance out to

out of fiarring or sheeting.

4. The pitch of roof shall generally be one

fourth. (6.)

LOADS.

The trusses shall be figured to carry the fol-

lowing loads :

5. SllOW Loads. SnowLoad.
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Load.
6 - The wind pressure on trusses in pounds per

square foot shall be taken from the following

table :

7. The sides and ends of buildings shall be

figured for a uniformly distributed wind load of

20 pounds per square foot of exposed surface when

20 feet or less to the eaves, 30 pounds per square

foot of exposed surface when 60 feet to the eaves,

and proportionately for intermediate heights. (6 . )

8 - The weignt of covering may be taken as

follows : Corrugated iron laid, black and painted,

per square foot :

No. 27 26 24 22 20 18 16

.90 i.oo 1.30 i. 60 1.90 2.60 3.30 pounds

For galvanized iron add 0.2 pounds per square

foot to above figures.

Slate shall be taken at a weight of 7 pounds

per square foot for 3/16" slate 6" Xia", and 8.25

pounds per square foot for 3/16" slate i2"X24",

and proportionately for other sizes.

Sheeting of dry pine-boards at 3 pounds per

foot, board measure.

Plastered ceiling hung below, at not less than

10 pounds per square foot.
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The exact weight of purlins shall be calcu-

lated.

Q. The weight of Fink roof-trusses up to 200 Weight of
7 " Trusses.

feet span may be calculated by the following for-

mulae for preliminary value :

w = .o6s-K6, for heavy loads;

w = .o4S + .4, for light loads. (40, 45.)

^ = span in feet
;

w =weight per horizontal square foot in pounds.

10. Mill buildings, or any that are subject to increase of
J J Loads.

corrosive action of gases, shall have all the above

loads increased 25 per cent.

11. Buildings or parts of buildings, subject to

strains from machinery or other loads not men-

tioned, shall have the proper allowance made.

12. No roof shall, however, be calculated for Minim am
Load.

a less load than 30 pounds per horizontal square-

foot .

UNIT STRAINS.
Soft-medium.

Iron. Steel.

13. Shapes, net section. 15000 (57.)
Tensiononly-

Bars 14000 17000

Bottom flanges of

rolled beams. ... 15000

Laterals of angles,

net section 20000 (57.)

Laterals of bar. . . . 18000 (41.)

14. Flat ends and fixed Compression
i only.

ends 12500 500

/=length in feet center to center of connections;

r =least radius of gyration in inches. (59-)



addition to direct strain, sucn as raiters

posts having knee-braces connected to them,

shall be considered as fixed at the ends in riveted

work, and shall be proportioned by the following

formula, and the unit strain in extreme fiber shall

not exceed, for soft-medium steel, 15000.

Mn P , N
s =

-y-
+

-j. (52, 62.)

s = strain per square inch in extreme fiber
;

M=moment of transverse force in inch-pounds;

n = distance center of gravity to top or bottom of

final section in inches
;

I final moment of inertia;

P= direct load;

A final area.

Soft-medium
Soft Steel. Steel.

shearing. 1 7. Pins and rivets 10000 (57-)

Web-plates 7000
Bearing:. 1 8. On diameter of pins

and rivet-holes .... 20000 20000 (57.)

Bending. I9 . Extreme fiber of pins. 25000
Extreme fiber of pur-

lins 15000 (49.)

Laterals. 2o. Lateral connections will have 25 per cent.

greater unit strains than above.

Bolts. 21. Bolts may be used for field connections at
two thirds of rivet values. (17, 18.)



, ouutnern pine,
j-"uer.

or white oak, the extreme fiber strain shall not

exceed 1200 pounds per square inch. (50.)

CORRUGATED-IRON COVERING.

26. Corrugated iron shall generally be of 2^- covering,

inch corrugations, and the gauge in U. S. standard

shall be shown on strain sheet.

27. The span or distance center to center of

roof-purlins shall not exceed that given in the

following table :

27 gauge 2' o" 20 gauge 4' 6"

26 gauge 2
f 6" 18 gauge 5' o"

24 gauge 3' o" 16 gauge 5' 6"

22 gauge 4' o" (48.)

28. All corrugated iron shall be laid with one

corrugation side lap, and not less than 4 inches

end lap, generally with 6 inches end lap. (32.)

29. All valleys or junctions shall have flashing

extending at least 1 2 inches under the corrugated

iron, or 12 inches above line where water will

stand.

30. All ridges shall have roll cap securely

fastened over the corrugated iron.

31. Corrugated iron shall preferably be secured Fastenings,

to the purlin by galvanized straps of not less than

five eighths of an inch wide by No. 18 gauge;

these shall pass completely around the purlin

and have each end riveted to the sheet. There



pound, rivets not moie

Finish Angle. 3 3 At the gable ends the corrugated iron shall

be securely fastened down on the roof, to a finish

angle or channel, connected to the end of the roof

purlins.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Tension Mem-
bers.

Compression
Members.

37. All tension members shall preferably be

composed of angles. or shapes with the object of

stiffness.

38. All joints shall have full splices and not

rely on gussets. (65.)

39. All main members shall preferably be

made of two angles, back to back, two angles and

one plate, or four angles laced. (67.)

40. Secondary members shall preferably be

made of symmetrical sections.

41. Long laterals or sway rods may be made
of bar, with sleeve-nut adjustment, to facilitate

erection.

42. Members having such a length as to cause

them to sag shall be held up by sag-ties of angles,

properly spaced.

43. Rafters shall preferably be made of two
angles, two angles and one plate, or of such form
as to allow of easy connection for web mem-
bers. (65.)

44. All other compression members, except



45- oubstruts snail preferably be made of

symmetrical sections.

46. The trusses shall be spaced, if possible, at Purlins,

such distances apart as to allow of single pieces

of shaped iron being used for purlins, trussed pur-

lins being avoided, if possible. Purlins shall pref-

erably be composed of single angles, with the long

leg vertical and the back toward the peak of the

roof.

47. Purlins shall be attached to the rafters or

columns by clips, with at least two rivets in rafter

and two holes for each end of each purlin.

48. Roof purlins shall be spaced at distances

apart not to exceed the span given under the

head of Corrugated Iron. (27.)

49. Purlins extending in one piece over two

or more panels, laid to break joint and riveted

at ends, may be figured as continuous.

50. Timber purlins, if used, shall be attached

in the same manner as iron purlins.

51. Sway-bracing shall be introduced at such

points as is necessary to insure ease of erec-

tion and sufficient transverse and longitudinal

strength. (41.)

52. All such strains shall preferably be car-

ried to the foundation direct, but may be ac-

counted for by bending in the columns. (62.)

53. Bed-plates shall never be less than one-

half inch in thickness, and shall be of sufficient



masonry snan nave expansion

sary. (54.)
jj

Anchor-bolts. 54. Each bearing-plate shall be provided with
j

i!

two anchor-bolts of not less than three fourths of
[

an inch in diameter, either built into the masonry I

or extending far enough into the masonry to make I

them effective. (53.) ;

Punching. 55. The diameter of the punch shall not ;

exceed the diameter of the rivet, nor the

diameter of the die exceed the diameter of
[

the punch by more than one sixteenth of an <

inch. (56.)
j

Punching and 56. All rivet-holes in steel may be punched,
Reaming. .

and in case holes do not match in assembled

members they shall be reamed out with power
reamers. (71.)

Effective 57. The effective diameter of the driven rivet
Diameter of

Rivets, shall be assumed the same as before driving, and,
in making deductions for rivet-holes in tension

members, the hole will be assumed one eighth
of an inch larger than the undriven rivet. (13,

I7-)

Pitch of 58. The pitch of rivets shall not exceed twenty
Rivets. .

J

times the thickness of the plate in the line of

strain, nor forty times the thickness at right

angles to the line of strain. It shall never be
less than three diameters of the rivet. At the
ends of compression members it shall not exceed



60. Laced compression members shall be Tie-piates.

staved at the ends by batten-plates having a

length not less than the depth of the member.

6 1. The sizes of lacing-bars shall not be less Lacin bars.

than that given in the following table, when the

distance between the gauge-lines is

6" or less than
orr ' ' < ' ' '

//
10

12"
"

1 6"
"

20"
' '

10

12"

16"
"

f X TY'
"

x|"
20

24
"

24"
"

above of angles. (62.)

They shall generally be inclined at 45 degrees

to the axis of the member, but shall not be

spaced so as to reduce the strength of the mem-

ber as a whole.

62. Where laced members are subjected to Bending.

bending, the size of lacing-bars or -angles shall

be calculated or a solid web-plate used. (13, 14,

61.)

63. All rods having screw ends shall be upset UpsetRods.

to standard size, or have due allowance made.

64. No metal of less thickness than 1 inch shall Variation in

Weight.

be used, except as fillers, and no angles of less



Finished Sur-
faces.

Rivets.

Drilling.

Reaming.

****

65. All workmanship shall be first class in

every particular. All abutting surfaces of com-

pression members, except where the joints are

fully spliced, must be planed to even bearing, so

as to give close contact throughout. (38.)

66. All planed or turned surfaces left exposed

must be protected by white lead and tallow.

67. Rivet-holes for splices must be so accu-

rately spaced that the holes will come exactly

opposite when the members are brought into

position for driving-rivets, or else reamed out.

(38, 70, 71.)

68. Rivets must completely fill the holes and

have full heads concentric with the rivet-holes.

They shall have full contact with the surface,

or be countersunk when so required, and shall

be machine driven when possible. Rivets must
not be used in direct tension.

69. Built members when finished must be free

from twists, open joints, or other defects. (65.)

70. Drift-pins must only be used for bringing
the pieces together, and they must not be driven

so hard as to distort the metal. (71.)

71. When holes need enlarging, it must be
done by reaming and not by drifting. (70.)

72. The decision of the engineer or architect
shall control as to the interpretation of the draw-
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ings and specifications during the progress of the

work. But this shall not deprive the contractor

of right of redress after work is completed, if the

decision shall be proven wrong, (i.)

STEEL COLUMN UNIT STRAINS. QD 12500-500.

SHEARING AND BEARING VALUE OF RIVETS.


